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SYNOPSIS 
Considering the important industrial applications of mercury 
it is remarkable that so little i/ork has been carried out on the 
characteristics of mercury surfaces. Prior to the present ,iork, the 
last determination of the work function of mercury ~~as determined over 
thirty years ago with some.vhat unsophisticated apparatus. 
In the pi'esent investigation contact potential difference 
techniques have been developed I/hich enabled the .vork functions of 
solid and liquid mercury films to be measured. 
The occurrence of impurity layers fioating on top of liquid 
mercury surfaces is demonstrated, and their origin is traced to the 
contaminating action of the borosilicate giass:,are. Using liquid 
nitrogen techniques the impurity layers were frozen and subsequently 
submerged below clean condensed mercury films. 
It has been demonstrated that the work function of mercury-
free gold films is approximately O.5eV higher than previous 
determinations made in conventional ultra-high vacuum systems employing 
mercury diffusion pumps. 
In the course of this ,york a ne,J measuring technique was 
d·e\eloped uhich enables the work functions of volatile liquids and 
solids to be measured. 
The clean surfaces were produced by conden~ing evaporated beaas 
onto glass and metal substrates under residual gas pressures of less 
than 10-9 torr. The measurements :'1ere carried out in both conventional 
glass ultra-high vacuum systems and demountable stainless steel systems. 
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CHAPTER I 
SURFf.CE PHYSICS 
1.1 Introduction 
ay their very nature all liquids, solids and gases have 
interfaces which determine an immense variety of physical and chemical 
properties. It is now known that many of the bulk properties of solids 
are influenced by the surface conditions of the material. 
Using sophisticated techniques, it is now possible to prepare 
crystals which ar~ free of dislocations (they are usually called whiskers) • 
These dislocation-free materials are measured to be about 100 times 
stronger than ordinary crystals (1). Under ordinary conditions whiskers 
soon lose their high initial strengths. Minute imperfections on the 
surface (contamination spots such as local oxidation for example, or 
places where the surface is scratched by another object) are sources of 
dislocations that propagate through the crystal and thus weaken it. 
In a similar manner the intr i.nsic strengths of non-crystalline 
_terials, such as glass, have been sho.~n to be critically dependent on 
the surface conditions of the sample (2). 
It is difficult to imagine how industry and life could function 
without the catalytic action of surfaces. The amazing selectivity of 
certain catalysts can only be explained b,y correlating the surface and 
internal structure of the catalyst with the molecular structure of the 
reactants. 
Enzymes are extremely specific in their catalytiC action. Urease 
will catalyze the hydrolysis of urea ~ - C = 0, in dilutions as hip as 
" . 
~ 
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one part of enzyme in 10 million of solution, yet it has no detectable 
effect on the 
methyl urea, 
It is 
hydrolysis rates of substituted ureas, for example, 
NH2 -_ 
_ C = O. 
CH3-N-H 
nO,1 kno~vn that the three dimensional structure and topography 
of the enzymes are responsible for specific action. The reacting molecules 
"fit" into folds on the surface of the protein molecule, and only those 
that fit exactly undergo the required chemical change. This type ot surface 
phenomena has been described as "hand and glove chemistry". ~lectronics 
is almost entirely based on the control of electrons emitted from surfaces 
in thermionic and solid state devices. Apart from its immense technological 
importance, electron emission is a valuable tool in the investigation of 
solid surfaces. 
It can be seen that the importance of surfaces in technology is 
vast. This practical importance is equalled by their considerab!e 
scientific interest. Although the properties of surfaces have been used 
to considerable gain throughout modern civilization, their application has 
been based more on chance and intuition than on a basic understanding ot 
surface phenomena. 
The obvious relevance of the internal structure of materials to 
the discussion of surfaces has .ade necessar.y a review ot the aodern 
theories of solid state p~sics. 
1.2 R,escript,ion ..2t~d structure 
Solids can be usefully divided into two groups - cr,ystalline and 
non cr,ystalline. Most ot the naturally-occuring and aan-.ede solids are 
cr,ystalline; this large group ot solids can be usefully subdivided, 
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according to chemical, electrical, magnetic and thermal characteristics, 
into five types. 
Briefly, the classification is as follows:-
a) Metals 
b) Semiconductors 
c) Ionic crystals 
d) Valence crystals 
e) Molecular crystals 
The main characteristics of metal single crystals~ that 
they tend to be good reflectors of light and have good electrical 
conductivity, which decreases as the temperature is increased. 
Semiconductors are distinguished by a feeble electronic 
conductivity, which increases with increasing temperature. 
Ionic crystals (of which co .. on salt, sodium chloride,is a good 
exaaple) show good ionic conductivity at high teaperatures, and cleave 
well along crystal faces. They are composed of ions produced from 
hilhly electro-positive and electro-negative elements. 
Diamond is probably the best example of a valence cr,ystal. 
It has a low electronic and ionic conductivity, great hardness and 
poor cleavage. 
The fifth type of crystalline solid is the .olecular cr,ystal, 
which is usually composed of inactive atoas, such as the rare .. ses and 
saturated orpnic compounds such a8 benzene. They tend to have low 
melting and boilin, pOints, and in the ,,8 phase, are in the fora or 
stable 8Olecules. 
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Glass is an excellent example of a random non cr,ystalline so!id 
structure, being in many ways a compromise between crysta!line and 
liquid properties. There is a considerable variation in the bond lengths 
and the energy required to bre;<k the bonds will therefore not be 
constant. Glasses on heating do not therefore have a sharp melting 
point, but soften gradually. 
1.3 TheoEY of Solid Structure 
There are two main theoretical approaches to the n::;ture of 
solid structures. 
In the first approach, which is usually called the tightly 
bound electron approximation, the treatment begins with the individual 
atoms of the final structure, which are initially considered to be an 
infinite distance away from their neighbour9. 
with a knowledge of the electronic structure ot the separate 
atoms, it is possible to caiculate how the individual ato.s h~ve 
their electronic energy levels altered as they are brought in from an 
infinite distance to their equilibrium positions in the fi081 solid 
structure. 
In the alternative approach, instead of starting with separate 
atoms, it is assumed that the nuclei of the atoms are in their final 
equilibrium positions in the solid structure. The treat.ent considers 
the effect of gradually feeding the electrons into the resulting field 
of force. Just as electrons in an atom obey the Pauli Principle, so 
the electrons in the tinal solid structure are limited in their chOice 
ot energy levels. 
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After calculating the final electronic field of foroe it is 
possible, using Pauli's Principle, to describe the solid structure 
of the material. This approach to the structure of solids is called 
the band model of solid state. The band theory of solids is usually 
employed to describe the structure of crystalline solids, and, since 
the great majority of the materials mentioned in this thesis are 
crystalline, the band theory will be described in greater detail. 
Band Theory of Solids 
The band theory of solids was born out of the failure of the 
free electron theory of metals, and brief outline of this early theory 
is therefore relevant. 
Sir J.J. Thomson's announcement in 1895 concerning the discovery 
of the electron inspired P. Drude (3) to propose in 1900 that the 
electrical and thermal properties of metals could be described by 
assuming that metals contain free electrons in thermal equilibrium with 
the lattice atoms. Insulators, on the other hand, were assumed to be 
built up from molecules that had their positions finaly fixed in the 
solid structure. Their electrons were also assumed to be firmly 
attached to the parent molecules. 
Although the theory was successful in qualitatively explaining 
the difference bet;1een metals and insulators, it failed to explain why 
metals usually had a heat capacity in cornaon with insulators, of about 
6 cal/mol deg. 
According to the olassical free electron theDry, all the ~lence 
electrons in a metal are free to move, and are thus called the conduction 
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electrons. They are assumed to be in thermal equilibrium with the 
lattice atoms. In fact, the conduction electrons are treated as an 
ideal gas of free electrons, and as a gas the electrons are assumed 
to have energies that have a i'5ax·.vell-Boltzman distribution. 
This latter assumption produces a conclusion that is in 
contradiction to the observed facts. If the electrons obey the 
wiaxwell-Boltzman energy distribution, their average energy /JiB be 
directly proportional to their absolute temperature, and ~ill therefore 
have a molar specific heat of ~ 2 • 
The molar specific heats of metals are usually very near to 
3R - i.e. 5.97 kcal/kgm/mole Co, in accordance with Dulong and Petit's 
law. This value of 3R for the molar specific heats of metals can 
be deduced by neglecting the free electron gas in the calculations, and 
assuming that only the lattice atoms have average energies proportional 
to the absolute temperature. 
Drude assumed, incorrectly, that the valence electrons have 
an energy distribution that is continuous, that is, there are no 
limitations on the energy values the electrons can have. 
·,Volfgang Pauli in 1925 postulated his no,l famous exclusion 
principle to explain the behaviour of electrons in atoms. It states 
that, in any one atom no two e.lectrons have identical sets of quantum 
numbers. Although Pauli' s exclusion principle .~as originally conceived 
to explain the behaviour of electrons in atoms, it is now appreciated to 
be of such a fundamental nature that it describes both matter and anti-
matter. AtOllS and nuclei cannot be explained.vHhout it. It is now 
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accepted as a cornerstone in all the theories that predict the 
behaviour of fundamental particles. 
In 1926 E. Fermi and p. Dirac assumed that the energies of 
the free electrons are quantized, even though they are no longer 
restricted to their parent atomic orbitals. Starting with this 
assumption and the assumption that the electrons obey the exclusion 
principle, they calculated the energy distribution of the free electrons 
in a crystal at absolute zero, and how it changed as a function of 
temperature. 
The energy distribution derived from these basic assumptions 
can be expressed in the form 
where 
erE - EF(O)) 
kT 
+ 1 
S' nE is the number of electrons per cm3 with an energy between 
E and E + SE. 
m is the mass of the electron = 9.107 x 10-28gm. 
h is Planck's constant = 6.624 x 10-27erg.sec. 
k is Boltzman 1 s constant = -16 /0 1.38 x 10 erg K 
T is the absolute temperature . oK In 
level in ergs' !iven by 
h2 13 
E (O) - (~) F 2m err 
is the Fermi 
where N is the number of electrons/cm3 • 
~f \ \ ! " .~ ~ s.. & I 
c,., 
0 
L. 
Q,) 
..Q 
~ 
Z 
Energy ~ 
Maxwell-Boltzmann Distribution of molecular 
energies in a classical gas varies with temperature. 
The gnergy distribution is narrower and the average 
energy lower at room temperature (continuous curve) 
than at some higher temperature (broken curve). 
c,., 
o 
L. 
Q,) 
~ 
z --- ----- - -------------'L-_ 
Energy 
Ferm -Dirac Distributimof energies in an electron 
gas at absolute zero (broken curve) differs little 
from that at rOom temperature (continuous curve). 
Figure 1. 
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The calculated distribution of the electron energies is very 
different from the Max;1ell-80ltzlIlIln distribution. It can be seen (see 
Figure (1» that at absolute zero the energy distribution ends abruptly 
and that at higher temperatures the energy distribution does not differ 
from the absolute zero distribution to any ~arge extent. This extremely 
small change in the free electron energy distribution, as a function of 
temperature, explains why there is virtual.J.y no electron contribution 
to the specific heats of metals. 
It can be seen from the Fermi Dirac distribution !aw that at 
absolute zero the valence free electrons are not all condensed into the 
lowest enel'gy level, but progressively fill up the available energy levels 
from the ground state. The level Nhich divides the filled from the vacant 
levels is known as the Fermi level at absolute zero and is denoted by qp(q. 
The Fermi temperature of the valence electrons TF is defined by: 
TF = EF( 0) ./here k is Boltzman' s constant. 
k 
The electron velocity UF at the Fermi ievel is defined by: 
-!mU 2 = E ~ F F( 0) 
Values of the Fermi energies, temperatures and electron 
velocities are given in Figure (2). 
It can be seen that the energy of the free electrons near the 
Fermi level greatly exceeds the mean energy of the lattice vibrations 
at normal temperatures. 
A more informative model can be obtained by using a three 
dimensional coordinate ~stem, with the radii of successive spheres being 
Li Na K Rh 
El" (cv) 4.72 3.12 2.14 1.82 
1'/<, (deg) 55,000 37,000 24,000 21,000 
1t/<, (cm/sec) 1.31 X 108 1.07 X 108 0.85 X 108 0.80 X }O>I 
Cs Cu Ag Au 
p}/<. (cv) 1.53 7.04 5.51 5.51 
T/<· (d(\g) 18,000 82,000 64,000 1)4,000 
II/<' «('m/se(') 0.75 X 108 1.58 X lOll 1.40 X tOM 1.40 X 10'. 
Figure 2, 
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directly proportional to the successive velocities of the electrons. 
As the electron energies increase, the surface areas of the spheres 
become larger and can therefore contain more electrons. 
In the velocity space system, the Fermi level becomes the 
Fermi surface, that is, the sphere that separates the occupied from 
the unoccupied velocities; the velocity of the electrons at the Fermi 
surface is known as the Fermi velocity UFo 
So far, the only restriction applying to the free electron 
energies that has been discussed is the exclusion principle, from which 
,ms derived the Fermi Dirac energy distribution. 
The electrons being charged are influenced by the other charged 
particles in the lattice system. In other Nords, the other electrons 
and positively charged lattice ions modify the free electron~ energy 
di stribution. 
D. Bohm and D. Pines (4) in the early 1950s suggested that the 
free electrons do not influence each other to any marked extent because of 
two factors. Firstly, because of their negative charge the electrons 
repel each other and ;Jill therefore arrange themselves so that they are 
the greatest possible distance apart. The second factor is that of the 
positive lattice ions. The ions will tend to screen the electrons from 
each other, and so the eledrQstatic force of repulsion between the 
valence electrons will be further reduced. 
Although the free electrons affect each others' behaviour only to 
a small extent, the effect the lattice has on the valence el~ctronst 
motion is considerable. 
• • • • • • 
> 
• • • • • • 
• /: • • • • • • • • • 
EFFECT OF LA1TICESTRUCTURE _ ea...- ..... ill ...... C ...... _ ......... 
of k. F_IIIIU'f8ft, la ee ..... rUle.la ........ e.we ...... _ ....... C........,-
III ,." lel" _ ••• 1 .... NW .f ..... 1 ...... c .. , ........ _ ..... W ....... a-t"'" ODe ............. U, -.. TIle ..... re _ t' ... lir .... ill --........ ~ 
4 ...... 'e/l' .... be4I,-... .... rUe. 4 ............ ' ..... ill ....... nIIe 4,." ,.."",. 
Figure 3. 
o 
Extended-zone scheme of copper 
Extended-zone scheme of lead 
Figure 4. 
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Consider a simple cubic lattice (see Figure 3); an electron 
moving parallel to the positive ions, i.e. towards a face experiences 
a different electrostatic field from an electron u~ving diagonally 
towards a corner. 
Because the intensity of the electrostatic field depends on 
the direction of motion within the lattice, it follows that the electrons 
will have an energy distribution that is spatially dependent. 
Because the positive lattice ions influence the free electrons' 
energy distribution, the iermi surfaces are distorted, and instead of 
being spheres, they have bulges in particular directions (see Figure (4». 
The moving electrons, besides being affected by the electrostatic 
field of the lattice ions are diffracted by the regular lattice spacings. 
The most important consequence of this diffraction, is that it leads 
to the existence of energy gaps in the free electrons' energy distribution 
L. Brillouin was the first man to calculate the values of these energy 
gaps and hence they have become known as "Brillouin zones". 
Brillouin used the "wavenumber" (the wavenumber is the number 
of wavelengths in a distance of 2rrcm., i.e. iX) in his calculations 
instead of wavelengths, for ease of calculation. 
A plot of energy as a function of.vave number illustrates the 
nature of these energy gaps (see Figure (5». 
In a crystal the lattice spacings are spacially dependent and 
thus the allowed and forbidden energy levels will depend on the direction 
of the free electrons' motion (see Figure (6». 
WAVE NUMBER 
Plot of energy against wave number for an electron 
moving at different speeds in a particular 
direction in a metal is a parabola. 
WAVE NUMBER 
+..!.L 
c.. 
Plot of energy against wave number for an electron 
moving in a particular direction approximates a 
parabola with "energy gaps". L represent s the 
distance between two positive ions in the lattice 
through which the electron travels. 
F igt!.re 5. 
I SECOND BRILLOUIN ZONE I FIRST IIIItlLOUtN ZONE I SECOND BRILLOUIN ZONE I 
ENERGY GAP 
.'~--
o + "Il ·2n/L 
tVlWE NUMBER 
Wave-number spaces in ~hich energy is plotted against wave 
number are plotted for electrons moving in two different 
directions. The Fermi level marks the highest energy state 
occupied by electrons; occupied states (grey curves) are 
below it and empty states above (black curves). The wave 
number at which the curves meet (at the Fermi level) gives 
the position of the Fermi surface in a particular direction 
in wave-number space. 
Figure 6. 
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i/ithout this concept of energy gaps it is difficult to explain 
the great difference in electrical conductivity between metals, 
semiconductors, and insulators. The resistivities range from 10-8 ohm.cm 
for metals to I022ohm •cm for good insulators. This difference of 1030 
in resistivity is one of the.Jidest ranges in nature. 
hlctal s, semiconductors and insula tors are often represented by 
their energy gaps, or allowed bands. This useful treatment is known as 
the band theory of solids. 
In the case of metals (see Figure (7» the highest energy band is 
unfilled. the electrons in this band can easily be excited from their 
lower ene.'gy levels to higher vacant levels. The electrons ('an 
therefore be easily raised to the empty conduction bands by an electric 
field, so that the material acts as an electrical conductor. 
At absolute zero semiconductors and insulators have completely 
filled valence bands (see Figure (7» and, because the forbidden band 
is too wide for electrons to traverse, there is no mechanism for charge 
transfer. These materials are th-.!refore poor conductors of electricity, 
The difference between semiconductors and insulators is in the width of 
t:he forbidden band, insulators having wider forbidden bands than 
semiconductors. 
At room temp~rature a fe~ of the electrons in the valence band 
of semiconductors have sufficient thermal energy to cross the forbidden 
band and enter the empty conduction band. The electrical conductivity 
increases as a function of temperature, because more electrons cross the 
forbidden band as their thermal energies are increased. 
>-
<.!) 
Cl: 
UJ 
Z 
UJ 
EMPTY 
CONDUCTION 
BAND 
FORBIDDEN 
ZONE 
INSULATOR 
PARTLY FILLED 
CONDUCTION 
BAND 
METAL 
Figure 7. 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
(a) 
(b) 
\ 
\ 
\ 
..... 
...... , 
\ ..... 
\ ..... 
\ 
One typical structure of metals - the body-centred cubic 
structure. The atoms inside the crystal are all surrounded 
by eight neighbouring atoms (top diagram), but atoms at the 
surface have varying numbers of nearest neighbours (bottom 
diagram); white atoms have four, dark grey five, light grey 
six and black seven. 
The numbers refer to the crystal plane. 
Figure 8. 
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The characteristics of intrinsic semiconductors are changed by 
the addition of small amounts of impurities. For example, the electrical 
conductivity of Cl :)ure sLicon crystal is increased by a factor of 103 
by the addition of boron impurity atoms, in the proportion of 1 boron 
atom to ~03 silicon atoms. 
The addition of impurity atoms into the lattice of an intrinsic 
semiconductor lattice produce additional electronic energy levels called 
impurity leveis. If these are located just below the conducting band they 
are known as donor levels, and if they are situated just above the valence 
band they are termed acceptor levels. The energy required to raise 
electrons from the donor levels to the conduction band, or from the valenCe 
band to the acceptor levels is small compared with the energy gap of the 
pure material. It is therefore possible for materials to behave as 
semiconductors, although the energy gap between the conduction and 
valence bands of the pure material is large. 
1.4 A Comparison of Internal and Surface Crystal Environments 
In metals the energy distribution of free electrons is determined 
by the atomic energy levels and the influence of the crystal lattice; 
therefore any departure from the ideal bulk structure will change the 
free electron energy distribution, Hence, atoms that are on the surface 
of a crystal have an electronic environaent different from that in the 
interior of the sample. 
Consider a body-centred cubic structure:- the atoms inside the 
crystal are surrounded by eight neighbouring atoms (see Figure (Sa», 
but atoms on the surface vary in their number ot nearest neighbours. 
• . .. .. 
"t • ,.' • '... • • 
• ,.,:,. .•.• • • ; 0, ,t.;., • ..•• .•• : ••.•••. :. ..' 
I t ' .t • • • • • et' • • • • •• , ........ . ' • . . 
•• ' '0 to, . . ... " ......... '0 • .", ..... _': •• . ~' • 
• ' . ' . . • ........ . '. t r....... . . 
• .' • t o .' ..... . twr.. .".. . r •• '... • • _', .' • . 
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Chemical behaviour of diffe r ent planes in a crystal may vary 
just as much as that of entirely different solids, The (110) 
plane of tungsten does not adsorb nitrogen at room temperature 
although all other planes do; this is shown by the photographs 
of a clean crystal (above) and the same crystal after exposure 
to nitrogen (be low) . The (110) plane in the centre remains 
uncontaminated. 
Figure 9 • 
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depending on the plane in which they arc situated. This difference in 
environment as a function of position is illustrated in Figure (8b). 
It can be seen that the atoms on the more densely packed pianes have 
the highest number of neighbouring atoms. Consequently, the properties 
of the atoms and the behaviour of the electrons will depend on position 
in the material. 
In chemical reactions different crystal planes of a clean 
surface may act like entirely different substances. Pil01ecular nitrogen 
is dissociated and then strongly adsorbed by a clean tungsten surface. 
The efficien~ of this dissociation and adsorption varies considerably 
from one crystal plane to another (5,6). At room temperature, the 
tungsten [110] plane, which is the most densely packed does not cause the 
dissociation and adsorption of nitrogen. it remains uncontaminated while 
the other less densely packed planes are covered with a dense layer of 
adsorbed nitrogen (see Figure (9». 
In common ",11th chemical properties the physical properties of 
a surface vary from one crystal plane to another. The dynamical 
properties of the surface atoms are different from the atoms in the bulk 
of the crystal. Conventional and 10i1 energy electron diffraction results 
(7,8) indicate that the mean square vibrational amplitude of atoms at the 
surface of silver, copper and nickel cr,ystals is greater than that of 
atoms in the interior of the crystal. The mean square vibrational 
amplitude of the atoms will also depend on which cr,ystal plane they are 
situated (e.g. the mean square vibrational amplitude of an atom will be 
- .14 -
greater if it is on the [001] plane, than if it is on the [110] crystal 
plane) • 
Surface atoms differ from internal ones in another important 
respect; the amplitude of their component of vibration that is norma! 
to the surface is not equal to the tangential component (9). 
i,s the behaviour of the electrons in the interior of crystals 
is spatially dependent, it is not ~urprising that as the free electrons 
approach a surface their energy di stribution will depend on which plane 
they are approaching. It therefore follows that the energy required to 
remove an electron from the metal (i .e. the work function) wUI 
depend on the crystal plane of the surface. 
1.5 Techniques used in t~,.§t~ Surfac~~. 
fllost of the techniques used to investigate the nature of surfaces 
observe the particles and electromagnetic radiation emitted or reflected 
by the surfaces. 
The influence of the optical microscope in surface science has 
been immense, and until about 1930 it IJas one of the most powerful 
instruments used in probing surface structures. 
By the end of the nineteenth century, the optical microscope ~~s 
capable of magnifications of about a thousand but because of the wave 
nature of light any further increase in mganification ;~s impossible. 
Unfortunately, there are only a few limited techniques available which 
are capable of focussing electromagnetic radiation of shorter .~velengths 
than the visible section of the spectrum. This difficulty in focu5sing 
radiation of high frequencies led to the development of the electron 
Heating 
loop 
Vacuum 
pumps 
Schematic dia-
gram of a field emission 
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mIcroscope. 
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Surface of tungsten photographed 
in the field-emission microscope. 
Figure ll. 
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microscope in the early 19305. 
The initial stimulus for an electron microscope came from 
Hans Busch, who argued that the electro-magnetic solenoid used in the 
cathode ray tube was ~quivalent to an optical lens. ay 1933 luska, at 
the Technische Hochschule in Berlin, had produced a two-stage electron 
microscope with a maximum magnif icat ion of 10,000 cnd a resolving power 
of 500 Angstroms. lilodern electron microscopes hnve a resolving power 
that is limited to about four hngstroms. ':lith such a resolution it 
is possible to distinguish atomic lattices of large spacing, but not 
individual atoms or the lattices of metals • 
. '1ith the development of the field emission microscope it is nO.1 
possible to resolve individual atoms of a limited range of materials (10). 
In the field emission microscope the particles which produce the image 
are not focussed by a lens system, and therefore, technically the 
instrument is not a microscope in the conventional sense. 
The sample is in the form of a fine electropolished point and is 
placed in an evacuated chamber (see Figure (10». ,'/hen a high potential 
(usually a few kilovolts) is a~plied between the tip and a conducting 
spherical phosphor screen, electrons are emitted from the point. 
The amount of field emission current is dependent on the work 
function of the surface, and since the emitted electrons follo,i the radial 
lines of force, it therefore follows that a highly magnified image of the 
point is produced on the fluorescent screen. 
A typical photograph obtained from the field emission microscope 
is shown in Figure (11). The bright patches in the photograph correspond 
(a) 
( b) 
( c) 
(111 ) 
1 
I 
( 100) ( 110) 
Figure 12. 
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to the individual atoms of an atomically clean tungsten surface. The 
different lattice planes are given by the numbers. In the (lil) plane 
o the atoms are only 4.5,. apart, and the diameter of the surface shown 
is about l,oooR, Hhich illustrates the instrument t s exceUent 
magnification and resolution. 
Beams of ei~ctrons have been used as a po,Jerfu.l. tool for 
examining the surface structure of a variety of crystals. To obtain 
an atomic diffraction puttern the incident waves must be of shorter 
:Javelength than the inter-atomic svacings on the crystal surface. 
Electrons.Jith an energy of about 100 volts have a de BrogH e 
o 
wavelength of approximately .LI, and as their penetration is limited to 
the outer atomic layers of the surface, the diffraction pottern produced 
by the reflected electrons discloses the surface structure. 
Consider a face-centred cubic structure (see Figure (12». 
The three diagrams in Figure (l2a) sho.J the three simplest surfaces 
that are produced by cutting sections through it. The three diagrams 
in Figure (l2b) illustrate the structure of the different surfaces. 
It can be seen that the surface atoms on the three faces have different 
environments. The diffraction patterns produced by the (111), (100) 
and (110) faces of a face-centred' cubic structure ore sho.m in 
Figure (12c). It is possible to calculate the arrangement of the surface 
atoms fro~ such diffraction potterns. 
Low cneraY eiectron di(fraction techniques are also used to 
investigate the configuration of adsorbed atoms on clean surfaces. 
(a) 
( b) 
Figure 13. 
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A clean nickel (100) face produces a diffraction pattern as 
shown in Figure (13b). ~~en oxygen is admitted into the vacuum system 
containing the exposed nickel (100) face, the diffraction pattern changes 
from the one illustrated in Figure (13b), and gradually a number of 
diffuse streaks appear. i.s more oxygen is adsorbed these streaks coalesce 
into new sharp spots. The ne,'! diffraction pattern is a square array 
half the size of the original (i.e. Figure (13a». 
The new surface arrangement contains atoms of both nickel and 
oxygen. These diffraction patterns indicate that oxygen adsorption 
causes complete rearrangement or the nickel atoms on the crystal surface, 
and the rearrangement begins when only a partial layer of oxygen atoms 
has been adsorbed, 
Electrical resistance measurements of thin conducting layers 
deposited on non-conducting substrates provide n means of investigating 
the surface characteristics of thin films. 
If the film under investigation is thin (i.e. less than 100 
atomic layers) its electrical conductivity will be influenced to a 
considerable extent by the nature of the surface. 
From electrical conductivity measurements as a function of film 
thickness and temperature, it is possible to determine how the 
behaviour of the conduction electrons is influenced by lattice defects 
and scattering at the surface. 
There is alv~ys a change (usually an increase) in the electrical 
resistance of thin films when they adsorb gases (11). At room temperature 
the changes are small, usually less than ~. for most &Bses. Hence, 
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electrical conductivity measurements are a useful probe in the 
investigation of surfaces. The technique has the added advantage 
of not cl~nging the surface under investigation, and so can be 
used to monitor surface reactions. 
The work required to remove an electron from a metal is known 
as the work function. This quantity depends upon the properties of 
the bulk material and the nature of the surface. It is therefore 
possible to determine from work function measurements the characteristics 
of surfaces, and how they change a s a function of: 
a) temperature; 
b) adsorption; 
c) crystal orientation; 
d) the internal structure of the material. 
As the subject of this thesis is work function measurements 
and their interpretation, this topic "'ill be discussed in detail in 
the next chapter. 
1.6 The Preparation of Clean Surfaces 
A clean surface exposed to a gas at atmospheric pressure is 
subjected to 3 x 1023 molecular impacts per square centimeter per 
second. Many of the gas mol~cules do not rebound elastically, but 
are adsorbed onto the c~~an surface. This process of adsorption 
continues until the surface is covered by many layers of molecules. 
The time taken for a monolayer to form is inversely proportional to 
the pressure. For air at a pressure of 1 torr the time taken is 
approximately lO-6secs. at a pressure of lO-lUtonr it is more than five 
hnur~~ 
- 19 -
For this reason, ultra-high vacuum conditions are essential 
for the preparation of clean surfaces. 
Clean surfaces may be prepared on metallic and non-metallic 
substrates by several different techniques, the principle methods of 
producing clean metal films being: 
a) Vacuum evaporation 
b) Crystal cleavage 
c) Elimination of impurities by heat treatment 
d) Desorption of surface residues by electron bombardment 
e) Cathodic sputtering 
f) Field evaporation 
Vacuum evaporation has the advantage that many types of substrate 
can be used. One of the main criteria for the choice of substrate is 
that it should have a ION vapour pressure {i.e., below about IO-1\orr} 
The material to be evaporated is initially heated to a 
temperature just below the temperature at which it has an appreciable 
vapour pressure. The impurities which are more volatile than the 
material are the"efore eliminated by evaporation. A further temperature 
rise vaporizes the purified material - leaving behind the less volatile 
contalilinant s • 
The thickness of condensed films can be controlled to finer 
limits than is possible with other methods of f Hm production. This 
precise control of film thickness, coupled with monitoring techniques 
(e.g. quartz crystal measuring methods) has enabled the properties of 
surfaces to be investigated as a function of thickness. 
- 20 -
The structure of evaporated films is found to be highly 
dependent on the condition of th~ substrate surface, the initial 
tem~erature of the substrate, any subsequent heat treatment, and the 
evaporation rate. It can be seen that vacuum evaporation is an extremely 
versatile process. 
Clean surfaces can be produced by breaking or cleaving single 
crystals in high vacua. The availability of almost perfect large single 
crystals limits the general application of the technique, but the 
greatest limitation is the small number of materials with suitable 
cleavage planes. 
The great advantage of this method is that definite clean 
crystal planes C3n be produced at low temperatures (i.e. ambient), 
thus reducing the possibility of lattice defect formation, uhich often 
occur if other techniques are used. 
Under favourable conditions clean surfaces can be produced by 
maintaining the materialat a high temperature for prolonged periods of 
time. The adsorbed residues are desorbed provided they are less fi~y 
bonded to the surface than the atoms of the material itself. 
This method is rather limited in its a~plication, since the 
surface to be cleaned has to be stable at high temperatures, usually 
in the order of 15000 C. Hence, only the more refractory materials 
(such as tungsten, molybdenum, tantalum and silicon) respond to this 
treatment. 
Unfortunately, at the high temperatures needed to desorb the 
surface residues, impurities dissolved in the bulk material will tend 
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to diffuse to\,/ards the surface. G.E. Ivioore (12,13) investigated the 
production of further surface residues from dissolved impurities. 
He concluded that the carbon monoxide evolved from hot refracting metals 
·.vas produced from dissolved carbon and oxygen atoms, which had diffused 
to the surface of the metal, ,1here they combined to produce the carbon 
monoxide molecuies. 
Clean surfaces can be produced by bombarding contaminated 
materials ;lith low-po',JCr density beams of electrons (i.e. 5 x 10-~mp/cm2 
at 100 volts). The adsorbed impurities are desorbed in the form of 
an ion current. 
D. Lichtman (14) has investigated the mechanism of electron 
beam induced desorption by comparing thermal and electron induced 
desorption data. He concluded that under favourable conditions 
surfaces can be cleaned by electron bombardment. 
If the poaer of the bombarding beam is suffiCiently small the 
temperature rise of the surface will be negligible, therefore impurities 
dissolved in the bulk of the material will not diffuse to the surface 
easily. 
Lo~ energy electron diffraction techniques have been employed 
by R.~i. Bruger and co-workers (15) to demonstrate that clean surfaces 
can be produced by cathodic sputtering techniques, in conjunction with 
heat treatment. 
The surface to be cleaned by sputtering is placed in a pure inert 
atmosphere of argon, at a pressure of about 10-3 torr. The bombarding 
positive ions are produced in a discharge maintained by an applied 
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voltage of about 500 volts. The positive ion current density is kept 
at a low value (i.e. IOO~mps/cm2) to prevent surface pitting. 
Atomically clean surfaces of the refactory metals such as titanium 
and nickel have successfully been produced by this technique. Their 
final surface structures \1ere found to be parallel to the atomic planes 
of the bulk materi21. 
In conclusion, this method is limited in its application, since, 
it is unlikely that gas molecules I'Jill be completely prevented from 
entering the structure of the surface in the case of the more reactive 
metal s. 
Under favourable conditions clean surfaces can be prepared by 
using high electrostatic field techniques. Field evaporated surfaces 
are usually produced in field ion microscopes by increasing the 
potential of the tip so that the field is about 109 volts/cm near the 
surface of the tip (16). ',Yeakly held surface contamination and 
irregularities are removed from the surface of the ne tal sample by the 
high field. Repeated field evaporation removes successive atomic 
layers and it is thus possible to observe defects present in the bulk 
of the material as they emerge at the surface (17). 
This technique has the adVantage that it can be applied to a 
wide range of materials, but unfortunately, it can only prepare cle~n 
-10 2 
surfaces with an anea of approximately 10 cm. 
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1.7 The Factors which determ~ Surface Characteristics 
~Bny invesligators have studied the physical and chemical 
properties of surfaces under what ",ere considered to be identical 
conditions. Until recently, the reproducibility of the experiments has 
been extremely poor. The lack of agreement was due mainly to the residual 
gases (iihich were of unkno.m composition) adsorbed by the surfaces and 
incorporated in the film material during condensation. 
In any investigation of the physical and chemical properties 
of thin films it is essentiai to measure the characteristics of the 
bulk material, the surface, and the gas phase residues. It is therefore 
considered appropriate to summarize the factors.vhich influence the 
properties of surfaces. illodern ultra-high vacuum techniques are 
incapable of attaining absolute vacuum conditions; and hence all 
surfaces are in gaseous environments and are thus liable to contamination. 
The residual gases can affect the nature of surfaces in two 
ways. 
Firstly, the presence of a gas atmosphere during the growth of 
a thin film Can influence the internal structure of the material. 
Reactive gases such as oxygen will be incorporated in the bulk structure 
of the thin film, during condensation. The resulting surfaces ~ill tend 
to have irreproducible physical and chemical properties. 
Secondly, there is the effect of surface contamination. /~ 
adsorbed layer of gas can change the properties of surfaces to • .arked 
extent. 
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&~ny investigators (18,19) have observed the change in electrical 
conductance of thin metal films (i.e. less than 100 atomic layers) when 
a gas is adsorbed. These conductance changes, which are of the order 
of a few per cent, a.re usually interpreted as being due to the adsorbed 
gas layers influencing the behaviour of the conductance electrons. 
i':;ost of the chemical and physical properties of C.Lean surfaces 
are influenced by the addition of adsorbed layers. It is therefore 
essential to monitor total and partial pressures at every stage of an 
experiment. 
In any investigation of surface properties it is essential to 
have information concerning the nature of the bulk structure of the 
material. The characteristics of surfaces can be affected by the nature 
of the underlying layers in three main ways:-
a) The structure of the pure material. 
b) The influence of lower layers having a different structure from 
the surface materiai. 
c) The thickness of the film. 
The properties of an idealized perfectly clean surface ~ould be 
determined SOlely by the structure of the underlying bulk material - if 
it Ii'ere possible to produce an abSOlute vacuum and materials of perfect 
purity. Hence, the properties of real surfaces are not determined onlyb,y 
the characteristics of the pure bulk material. 
Since,the properties of surfaces are dependant on their 
microscopic geometry, rough and SIIooth surfaces of the saae .terial wi.u 
have different chemical and physical properties. 
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It has been shown that the microscopic structure of a surface 
depends on its method of production, and hence a clean film prepared 
by evaporation "ill have different properties from a surface produced 
by cleaving. ks the roughness of surfaces is difficult to measure in 
absolute terms it has been found useful to introduce the "surface 
roughness factor", .Jhich is def ined as the ratio of the actual to the 
geometric areas. For example, the typical roughness factor of an 
evaporated aluminium film is about 2.5, and that of an e\aporated 
rhodium surface can be as high as 10 (106). 
It is therefore imperative in any investigation of surfaces 
to have as complete an understanding as possible of the internai and 
surface structures. 
The thickness and nature of the underlying layers can influence 
the behaviour of a surface. 
Investigations (20) have demonstrated that the electrical 
conductivity of films varies as a function of thickness. The crystalline 
properties of films also vary as a function of film thickness. A series 
of experiments has recently been performed (21) to investigate 
recrystallization in copper and gold films. The time of recrystallization 
wa 5 found to increase with decreasing thickness. 
The surface micro-structure of a substrate can influence the 
structure of a deposited film. This phenomenon of orient~d intergrowth 
between two crystalline materials is called epitaxy. Hence, in 
considedng the properties of any given surface it is imperative to 
measure the film thickness, and state the substrate surface structure. 
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.ihen a material is heated, the kinetic energy of its atoms 
and their interatomic distances increase, and therefore it is not 
surprising that the chemical and physical properties of surfaces 
vary as a function of temperature . 
• {esearch into the adsorption rates of gases on c!ean surfaces 
as a function of temperature, has been performed by a number of 
,'Jorkers (22). From those and similar experiments it is apparent that 
most surface phenomena are temperature dependant. 
1.8 Conclusion 
In this chapter the theoretical and practical importance of 
surfaces, and in particular solid surfaces, has been stressed. 
Much of the previous work in this field has been complicated 
by ill-defined conditions produced by exposure to gas phase residues. 
Therefore, to obtain meaningful measurements of surface properties 
it is necessary to initially prepare clean surfaces, and any subsequent 
contamination must be clearly defined. 
One of the most informative tools used to investigate surface 
phenomena is the st udy of \10rk funct ion mea surement s. 
The fodowing chapter is ,concerned .iith the measurement and 
interpretation of.ilork function values. 
CHAPTER II 
ELECTRON EMISSION ;.ND 110RX FUNCTION MEASUREMENTS 
2.1 IntrodUction 
The technology of electronics began in 1883 when T.A. Edison 
patented ~Jhat became kno,m as the "Edison" effect and what is nOif kno.'In 
as thermionic emission. This effect .vas applied by Fleming in 1904 to 
rectification and by L. de Frost in 1906 to amplification. 
A considerable part of modern electronics is based on the emission of 
electrons from surfaces, and the control of these electrons to perform 
various tasks. 
Electrons can be induced to leave a surface by tl'lO methods:-
(;) ay giving the electrons sufficient energy to overcome the surface 
barrier. 
(B) Qy thinning and reducing the height of the surface barrier by the 
presence of a strong applied electrostatic field. 
The theoretical treatment of these two methods ~ill be 
discussed separately. 
The band theory ot solids I which lias outlined in the previous 
chapter, serves as a useful model in the explanation or electron 
emission. The electrons have energies ~hich are distributed up to the 
Fermi level EF{O) (Figure (1». 
If the potential energy of an electron in the partly filled 
conduction band is lower by a factor of X than one./hich is an infinite 
distance above the surface, then the ,lurk required to remove an electron 
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e~ 
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Energy levels in a metal and the potential energy 
of an electron near the metal surface. 
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from the metal (usually known as the work function) .till be the 
difference (r)( - EF(O» see Figure (14). 
The ./ork function tJ adses from two effects. The first is the 
electrostatic or image force, between the emitted electron and its 
induced "mirror image" in the metal. The second component arises 
from the difference in chemical potential between an electron in the 
metal and one au infinite distance above the surface. 
The potential energy of an electron due to the action of these 
tJlO forms is shol'/n as a function of its distance above the surface in 
Figure 14. 
It is assumed that the surface is a structureless equipotential 
plane and that there are no fields due to space charge effects nor an 
applied electrostatic field, (23). 
Types of Electron Emission 
Thermionic Emission 
The idealized example of thel'llionic emission from a clean 
metal surface wili be considered. 
The number of electrons per second approaching the surface with 
sufficient energy in 8 direction normal to the surface to escape over 
the potential barrier ./ill be calculated. 
It is convenient to express the Fermi-Dirac distribution in ter •• 
of momentum P. 
exp [(E - EF(O)n +1 
kT 
(2-1) 
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where 5 n is the number of electrons per cm3 ~ith momentum bet_een p 
P and P + ~ P. 
The momentum P is the vector sum of Px,Py and Pz ' and if 
the yz plane is considered to be the emitting surface, only the Px 
component, which is normal to this plane need be considered. 
Hence equation (2-1) can be transformed as 
c.c) 
~ n = 2 ~ P x J 21T' r dr 
x h3 exp [(E - EF(Q)] + 1 
kT 
(2-2) 
(") 
where ~ nx is the number of electrons per cm3 ~dth momentum in the 
x direction beh/een Px and Px + 
2 
P' r is the resultant momentum in 
x' 
the yz plane, given by: r = P 2 + P 2 y z 
Because the electrons obey a Fermi-Dirac distribution of energy 
E - EF( Q) is large compared >Yith kT and so the unity in the 
denominator of (2-2) can be neglected. 
The electron energy E in (2-2) is given by 
E = (Px2 + Py2 + Pz2) = (Px2 + r2) 
2m 2m 
Substituting this value of E into (2-2) and integrating 
2-
exp(EF(O) -~) t P 
kT' 2mkT x (2-3) 
The electrons which have a momentum '/hich is greater than P
x 
can pass through the potential barrier of total height 1(. 
ilhere 
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The current carried by each electron ,dl! be the product 
of its charge and velocity, which is ePx • 
m 
The total emitted current per unit area is given by: (0':) 2 
1 = 1TremkT exp EF( 0) .. Px exp (- ~) .dPx 
h
3 
kT J pI ill 2InkT 
= 
But P'x
2 
_= EF(O) + ~ 
2i11 
x 
P I 2 
- x ) 
2mkT 
therefore (2-4) reduces to 
(2-4) 
(2-5) 
(2-6) 
Equation (2-6) is usua~ly called the Richardson-Dushman equation (24). 
The provortiona1ity constant (usually kno:m as the Richardson 
constant) has the nuftlericaJ. value of 3.6 x 10" \Jhen measured in e.s.u., 
and 120 .ihen t he current is mea sured in ampere s • 
Equation (2-6) suggests that it is possibie to obtain a value 
for tJ from the gradient of the straight line obtained ,~hen log? is 
plotted as a function of !. Thermionic emission from real surfaces 
T 
is compJjcated by a number of factors:-
(.i) The actual area of the electron emitter is never equal to the 
macroscopic geometric area. 
(ii) ~ changes as a function of temperature. (The change in Nork 
function as a function of temperature ~ is usually -4 10 ev/OCfor metals.) 
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( Hi) In the derivation of equation (2-6) it \Vas assumed that _ is 
constant for all positions on the surface. This assumption is only 
valid for uncontaminated planes of a single crystal. 
(iv) A fraction of the electrons !lith sufficient energy to pass 
through the surface barrier are reflected (25); this, however, for 
clean metals, is likely to involve only a small correction. 
The Energy Distribution of the Emi~d Electrons 
The energy distribution of the emitted electrons can be derived 
from the Richardson-Oushman equation. 
2 The total number of electrons emitted per cm per second is 
given by 
N = 
The number of electrons arriving at the surface per ca2 per 
second ;Jith velocities normal to the surface in the range dV and 
x 
p ~ Px is obtained from equation (2-3). x 0 
n(Vx)VxdVx = 4mm2kT exp ( EF(O) _ mV~) 
h 3 kT 2kT 
(2-7) 
(2-8) 
If Vex represents the velocity of an electron after eaission on 
the x- direction, then 
im~x = j,mVx2 - EF(O) - _ 
(2-9) 
The velocity distribution F(Vex)dVex of the emitted electrons 
can be obtained by dividing (2-8) by (2-7) and then substituting (2-9): 
2.2.2 
one obtains 
F(Vex) dVex 
N 
= 
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2 
mV exp( - mV ex ) ~ -
kT 2kT 
dVex (2-10) 
Hence, the velocity distribation normal to the surface exhibits a 
Maxweliian form. 
The Richardson-Dushman equation and the energy distribution 
of the emitted electrons have been derived by Nordheim (26, 27) using 
statistical mechanics. 
In the phenomenon of photoelectric emission, iihich ,vas 
discovered by Hertz in i887 (28) the electrons gain sufficient energy 
to overcome the surface barrier by absorbing a photon. 
The maximum kinetic energy E of a photo electron on emission 
o 
at a temperature of 0 K, is given by the Einstein relationship 
E = h~ - _ 
IJhere J is the fr(!quency of the incident electro-magnetic radiation, 
and _ is the difference between the Fermi energy of the emitted electron 
in the metal and the vacuum level. 
It ~ms sho.m in Chapter I that at absolute zero the Fermi-Dirac 
distribution of electron energies ends abruptly at EF(O)' However, 
at higher temperatures the energy distribution does not end abruptly 
at EF(O) but tails off, and a fraction of the electrons have energies 
that are greater than EF(O)' Consequently, at temperatures above OOK 
the photo electric threshold frequency is not sharply defined. 
2.2.3 
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Secondary Electron Emission 
Austin and 5tarke (29) discovered the phenomenon of secondary 
electron emission in 1903, while investigating the reflection of electrons 
by metais. 
,1l\en a solid is bombarded .lith a beam of electrons, several 
processes can occur, the nature of ~Jhich IJill depend on the character-
istics of the material and on the energy distribution of the incident 
electron beam: 
(1) i-. fraction of the incident electrons, or primaries, Nill be 
elastically reflected. 
(2) The remainder of the electron beam will penetrate the SOlid and 
lose energy by exciting the lattice electrons. Some of these primary 
electrons '.vhich have lost a fraction of their original energy return 
to and escape from the surface. These electrons are known as inelasticalll 
reflected primaries. 
The lattice electrons which have been excited by the primaries 
lose their energy in a number of ways:-
(a) Emission of a photon. 
(b) Dissipation of the energy ~nto heat. 
(c) Escaping from the lattice. 
It is therefore possible to distinguish between three categories 
of electrons emitted from the surface;-
(i) Elastically reflected primaries. 
(ii) Inelastically reflecied primaries. 
(iii) Excited lattice electrons, usually called the true secondaries. 
a 
c 
N(E) 
t 
b 
o 50 100 150 
ELECTRON ENERGY eV 
Energy distribution of secondary electrons 
Figure 15. 
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A typical energy distribution, obtained by Rudberg (30,31), 
illustrates the three categor:.es of electron emission (Figure (15». 
It can be seen that there are three peaks in the distribution curve. 
denoted by a, band c. 
The sharp peak (a) is produced by the primary electrons which 
have been reflected without loss of energy. 
The small fluctuations in the curve at (b) correspond to the 
inelastically reflected primaries. 
The broad low energy peak (c) is due to the true secondary 
electrons produced in the material by the primary beam. 
Theory of Secondary Emission 
To date, no theo~ has satisfactorily explained the mechanisms 
of secondary electron emission. The lack of agreement between 
experimental observations and existing theories is due, mainlY to 
incomplete understanding of the interaction of the primary electrons 
with the lattice electrons in the solid. There is also insufficient 
information concerning the electron energy distribution in many of the 
materials investigated. 
The general shape of the .secondary electron yield curves will 
be derived from a classical approach rather than a '"ave-mechanical 
one. 
The calculation of the seconda~ electron yield is simplified 
if the phenomenon is considered to be split up into two separate stages:-
(A) The production of the secondaries by the primary electron beams 
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(B) the probability of the secondaries reaching the surface and 
escaping from it. 
To calculate the secondary emission coefficient \-) a number 
of assumptions are made: 
(a) The incident primary electrons are normal to the surface. 
(b) The primaries after they have entered the material continue to 
travel in straight lines that are perpendicular to the surface. 
(c) The primary electrons lose energy in accordance with /Yhiddington l s 
Law:-
= (2-11) 
where E (x) is the energy at a depth x and i. is a constant that is 
p 
characteristic of the material. 
(d) The number of secondaries produced by a single primary electron 
in a layer dx is proportional to dE P divided by the average excitation 
dx 
energy required to produce a secondary,E:.'c' ,Hence, 
n{x} = ..L dEp ( 2-12) 
,=-
-e dx 
(e) The probability of a second~ry electron produced at a depth x 
reaching and escsping from the surface is: 
f(x) = f(O} c-o.x = f(O} e~s (2-13) 
where f(O) is the probability of escape of a secondary produced near 
to the surface. 
= 
1 
a. 
is considered to be the range of the secondaries. 
5 
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Neglecting the veiocity distribution of secondary electrons, 
the secondary emission coefficient '& may be written in the form 
~ = ~n(x) f (x) dx 
... 
(2-14) 
~here n(x)dx represents the number of secondaries produced in a 
layer of thickness dx at a depth of x, by one primary electron. 
f (x) is the probability of a secondary electron reaching and escaping 
from the surface. 
Although the integral extends over the whole thickness of the 
material, in practice the primary electrons lose most of their energy 
within a distance of a few hundred l'J\gstroms from the surface. 
It follows from (2-11) that if Ep is the energy of the primary 
o 
electrons as they hit the surface, the energy of the primary electrons 
as a function of distance is given by 
(2-15) 
It can be seen that the approximate maximum distance of penetration 
of the primary electrons xp is obtained by letting E = O. It thus 
p 
follows that: 
2 
X - Ep P --!L (2-16) 
2A 
The range of the primary electrons is therefore proportional 
to the square of their energy. 
From (2-12), (2-15) and (2-16) 
x 
-
xp 
as a function 
1 I 
E e( xp-x) l" 
-1. 
of (xp - x) 2 
(2-17) 
is illustrated in Figure (16). 
It can be seen that most of the secondary electrons are produced 
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Neglecting the veiocity distribution of secondary electrons, 
the secondary emission coefficient S may be '.:Jritten in the form 
~ = 5n(x) f (x) dx (2-14) 
.vhere n(x)dx represents the number of secondaries produced in a 
layer of thickness dx at a depth of x, by one primary electron. 
f (x) is the probability of a secondary electron reaching and escaping 
from the surface. 
Although the integral. extends over the whole thickness of the 
material, in practice the primary electrons lose most of their energy 
.vithin a distance of 8 few hundred j\ngstroms from the surface. 
It follo'.'JS from (2-11) that if Ep is the energy of the primary 
o 
electrons as they hit the surface, the energy of the primary electrons 
as a function of distance is given by 
E2 p(x) = E2p 0 - 2 I .. x (2-l5) 
It can be seen that the approximate maximum distance of penetration 
of the primary electrons xp is obtained by letting E = O. It thus 
P 
follows that: 
E 2 
xp = ..!L. 
2A 
(2-16) 
The range of the primary electrons is therefore proportional 
to the square of their energy. 
From (2-12), (2-15) and (2-16) 
1 
n( x) = (~) ~. 1 1 
2 Ee(xp-x)l 
(2-17) 
1 
!- as a function of (xp - x)-a is illustrated in Figure (16). 
xp 
It can be seen that most of the secondary electrons are produced 
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near the end of the path of the primary electrons. 
The general shape of the secondary emission yield curves can 
be obtained by considering primary electrons with very 10.1 and very 
high energies. 
At very 10;; primary energies xp«xs' and therefore the 
probability ~f a secondary escaping from the surface may be taken 
as f(O). Hence, from (2-14) and (2-12), 
$ = f(O) In(X)dX = f(O) EPo 
fe 
Ivhen xp« xs. 
It can be seen that for 10# pri~Ery energies the seconda~ 
electron yield ~ should rise proportionally to the primary energy EPO• 
At very high primary energies xp » Xs only the seconda~ 
electrons produced in the range 0 x Xs need be considered, because 
f(x), being an exponential function of x, decreases rapidly WYith 
increasing x. It is apparent from Figure (16) that the production of 
secondary electrons as a function of depth can be considered to be 
nearly constant when .~ is smaU. 
Hence, from (2-16) and (2-17) 
n(x) n(O) = A 
Therefore, from (2-14) it follows that 
~ = 
.. ;' E ~~(X) dx 
e Po 
0 
0 
= A f(O) "'ihen xp » 
~ e EpO ex Xs 
(a) 
.-+--~ 
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It can thus be seen that for high primary energies the secondary 
electron yield & is inversely proportional to the primary energy. 
Considering the nature of secondary electron yield at high and 
ION primary electron energies, it is clear that $ .. ill have a 
maximum value at a primary ~nergy corresponding to xp ~ xs. 
It is also possible to produce secondary electron emission by 
bombarding materials ~ith ion beams (32). Ho,'Iever, the mechanism of 
secondary emission produced by ion bombardment is quite different from 
that of electron bombardment. Electron induced emission is basically 
a bulk effect while iCJn bombardment is essentially a surface one. 
Hence, the theoretical treatment is completely different. 
Field Emission of Electrons 
--..------
Field emission was discovered in 1897 by R.". ;Vood, who Observed 
that electrons could be emitted from surfaces without any input of 
energy. Field emission may be defined as the emission of electrons 
from a surface under the action of an applied electrostatic field. 
In photo emission and thermionic emission the electrons leave the 
material by gaining sufficient energy to overcome the potential barrier. 
In field emission the mechanism is quite different; the barrier is 
thinned and lowered by the applied field so that some of the unexcited 
electrons can "tunnel" throl!,::;h and escape. The process is illustrated 
in Figure (17) • It can b>! seen that MHhout an applied field (a) an 
electron can escape from the surface only if it is given sufficient 
energy to surmount the work function of ~. The presence of a strong 
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electrostatic field (b) ~ypically about 106 volts/cm) thins and lowers 
the barrier so that electrons can leak a.way through it. 
This electron tunneling ~hich is a quantum-mechanical phenomenon, 
can be more easilY comprehended by considering the Heisenburg uncertainty 
principle, which states that the product of the uncertainty of momentum 
~P and the uncertainty of position ~x is roughly equal to Planck1s 
constant j that is 
.vhere 11 = ifr, h being Planck l s constant. 
If electrons near the Fermi level are considered, their uncertainty 
in energy is equal to the height of the barrier ~, therefore the 
1 
uncertainty in momentum is (2m_)z. From Heisenburg1s principle this 
gives the uncertainty in position to be 
This lack of uncertainty in position will be of the same order 
as the barrier .vidth ~ , where F represents the applied field. 
Therefore 
..L = Tt i 
or that 
Fe 
2ml ~ 
2( :z) z..L. ~ I 
n Fe 
The above relationship is found to agree fairly well with the conditions 
for field emission. 
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barrier when subjected to a strong field. 
Figure 18. 
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Fowler-Nordhel!!!...1..heorL..2!... Field Emission 
The ,vave-mechanica 1 approach to field emission will be 
considered, using the concept Ipr21 as the probability of an electron 
being in any particular position. The potential barrier ,vUI be 
assumed to be triangular, This,of course, is not the case, but 
calculations and observations show that the derived results agree to 
d thin lO'" I_ith actual field emission conditions. 
It ~ili be seen from Figure (18) that for an applied field 
of 4 x 107 volts/cm and o;iork function of 4 volts, electrons near the 
top of the Fermi level EF(O) will have to tunnei through a barrier of 
thickness lO-7cm • 
The Schrodinger i~ave equation Nill be used to consider the one-
dimensional case in the x direction, .vhich is normal to the surface. 
Inside the material the behaviour of the electrons is described by 
,vhere E is the kinetic energy of the electron. 
Outside the metal and inside the triangular potential barrier 
the behaviour of the electrons is described by 
d
2 t + erTm2 [ E - (~ + EF(O» + Fed] ,~= 0 dx2 h r 
where F is the field strength. 
It is possible to solve these two equations using the surface 
boundary conditions, namely, that f 
when x = O. 
and ~ are continuous 
dx 
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Inside the potential barrier the solution to the .~ave equations 
is given by 
O(E) = (2-18) 
where D(E) is the fraction of electrons of energy E ,Jhich can tunnel 
through the potential barrier. 
The total number of electrons tunnelling through the barrier and 
hence the current leaving the surface, can be calculated by multiplying 
the number of electrons arriving at the surface (derived from the 
Fermi-Oirac distribution law) by equation (2-18). iYhen this is 
integrated with respect to energy the result is the Fowler-Nordheim 
relationship (33). 
where 
I = e 2:rth 
I is in amps/cm2 
F in VOlts/cm 
EF(O) and ~ in eVe 
The FO;,'Jler-Nordheim equation wakes it clear that no heat 
energy is required. This has been verified by several liorkers (34), 
,/ho have demonstrated field emi ssion at liquid helium temperatures. 
The tmve mechanical theory agrees ~ith observations that show 
the emitted current increases exponentially as a function of the applied 
electrostatic field. A 1 per cent change in the field produced roughly 
a 10 per cent change in the emitted current. Hence, this non-linear 
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relationship could be used to produce amplification. 
Field emission ,-Jill be extremely sensitive to small variations 
in the work function of the surface, since this occurs in the 
exponential factor. Hence, the various crystal planes of a materia! 
have .::uite differ-=nt field emission characteristics. 
The Fowler-Nordheim theory predicted huge current densities -
of the order of 108amps/cm2 • This amazing prediction ~as confirmed in 
1940 by Haefer (35) Ivho measured a current density of I06amps/cm2. 
The \~ve-mechanical theory of field emission developed by 
Fowler and Nordh~im in 1928 still appears to be essentially correct. 
Although the theory has been in agre8JeAt with most of the observed 
data, it fails to account for the nature of field emission at large 
current densities. It is observed that the density of the emitted 
electron beam does not increase as a function of the applied field as 
rapidly as the Fowler-Nordheim theory predicted. This discrepancy has 
been explained in a modified ~ve mechanical theory (36) which introduces 
the hypothesis of the electron space charge and the effect this has 
on the electrostatic field. 
2.3 !!:!L!!!!).!!,.ence of ftdsorbed Laye.!!.. 
The phenomenon of adsorption .~as discovered in i773 by Scheel, 
who observed the condensation of gases (e.g. oxygen) on the surface of 
active charcoal. 
Clean surfaces, being extremely reactive combine spontaneously 
with most gases (that is, the activation energies for the reactions are 
almost zero, (37, 38), but the nature of the binding forces can vary 
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to a considerable extent. 
Two main types of interaction can be distinguished. If the 
bond between the adsorbent and surface is strong, the phenomenon is 
called chemical adsorption or chemisorption: if it is;:.Jeak it is 
called physical adsorption. 
The main differences between chemisorption and physical 
adsorption can be summarized as follows:-
(a) In physical adsorption the binding is ~tiinly due to van der 
i'laal s forces, .1hil e in chemi ~orption valence forces are responsible. 
(b) The binding energy is much stronger in chemisorption than in 
physical adsorption (approximately l05cals/mole and 103 cals/mole 
respectivelyl. 
(c) Chemisorption, unlike physical adsorption, is specific. 
(d) Physical adsorption, unlike chemisorption, is generally reversible 
(i.e. on decreasing the pressure the adsorbed gas is desorbed). 
The centre of charge density of the electrons in non polar 
atoms is coincident with that of their positive charges, but when 
adsorbed on surfaces they become polarized. Hence, adsurbed films 
consist of a layer of dipoles. ·In extreme cases the e~ectrostatic field 
at the surface is strong enough to ionize the adsorbed film, producing 
an adsorbed layer of ions. 
These adsorbed dipoie layers modify the surface barrier and thus 
the work function. Consi:er an electron of charge e near to a plane of 
charge density ~ The force on it will be 2~~, and the force between 
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tvlO such plane sheets of equal and opposite charge density is 4rreJ'e. 
The difference in potential between the two planes is 4rr ~d, ~here 
d is the distance of separation. A dipole layer ~ith n dipoles/cm2 
can be considercd to be made up from t~vo such charge planes. Hence, 
as the dipole moment M of each is equal to the product ed, and since 
0"= ne, the potential difference is 4rrnl'll. The work function of a 
surface \~il1 be increased by 4rT'nei'i: if the dipoles have their negative 
charges outwards, and decreased by the same amount if the dipoles 
have their positive charges away from the surface. 
These b/o cases are illustrated in Figure (19). It can be 
seen that the adsorbed layers change the potential barrier at the surface 
from 0 to 0 1 • 
From the kinetic theory of gases the period of time, tm, that 
is required for an initially clean surface to be contaminated .tith a 
monolayer is given by the equation 
tm = !i!!!. 
(3V 
.vhere {3 is the sticking coeffiCient, i.e., the fraction of the molecules 
bombarding the surface which are adsorbed, V is the number of molecules 
bombarding a square centimeter of the surface per second, and Nm is 
the number of sites per monolayer. 
-7 At a pressure of 10 torr and assuming a sticking coefficient of 
unity a clean surface will adsorb a monolayer in seconds. ,!lost sticking 
coefficients are found to be fairly high, of the order of 0.1 - 0.5, 
and vary with coverage and temperature (39). 
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Bloomer and Maine (40) investigated the adsorption of 
oxygen on a clean tungsten surface and found the time required to 
produce a monolayer to be given by 
2 4 10-6 tm = • x seconds 
p 
where P is the pressure in torr. 
Hence, in an investigation of clean surfaces, it is imperative 
to have a residual gas pressure that is maintained at or below lO-9torr. 
Flash filament techniques have been used by many .1Iorkers to 
investigate how the sticking coefficients vary as a function of coverage. 
Figure (20) illustrates the change in sticking coefficients for various 
gases on the 411 plane of tungsten at room temperature. 
Gas surface interactions can be divided into four main 
groups (41). 
Firstly, the phenomenon of adsorption and desorption acting 
concurrently and in equiiibrium (see Figure (2ia». 
Secondly, the phenomenon of substitutional adsorption 
(Figure (2~b». The binding energy between a surface and an adsorbent 
will be different from the one between the same surface and another 
adsorbent. Hence, it is possible for SOme atoms or moleCUles to 
adsorb on a surface by displacing previOUSlY adsorbed layers. This 
process becomes important .'Jhen gases are introduced into systems with 
previously contaminated surfaces. 
Thirdly, there is the possibility of ionic or electronic 
desorption (42). An electron or ion, if it has sufficient energy, can 
(a) 
(b) 
( c) 
\ 
Adsorption and desorption Electronic desorption 
~Cb If~ ~~ 8' .... cP 
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Schematic representation of significant gas-surface reactions. 
Figure 21. 
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desorb weakly adsorbed particles. 
Finally, there is the possibility of dissociative surface 
ionization (Figure (2Id». An incident beam of particles may dissociate 
the adsorbed molecules producing the desorption of ions (43). 
2.4 The Influence of Temperature on .'lark Function Values 
In the course of this work it has been assumed that work 
functions are independent of the temperature. In fact, most work 
functions increase in a non-linear manner as a function of the 
temperature. This variation is usually stated in one of two ways:-
either the work function coeffi~ is quoted at a definite temperature, 
or the change in work function is described in the form of a virial 
equation. 
According to Herring and Nichols (44) three factors contribute 
to the temperature coefficient:-
(1) The surface potential barrier will be modified by the thermal 
expansion of the lattice. 
(2) The increase in the vibrational amplitude of the atoms due to 
thermal excitation will cause the charge distribution near the surface 
to change. 
(3) The Fermi-Dirac energy distribution of the electrons will be 
slightly altered with increasing temperature. Hence, the value of the 
Fermi energy will change and the work function will be altered. 
;7ith these three premise. Herring and Nichols presented a 
theory which describes the temperature variation of work functions that 
agrees with the measured results (45) to within 25~. 
Richardson Constants 
Temp. oK Usable 
Metal for 10-7 torr A emission 
vapour amps/cm' ~ amps/ems 
pressure degree % eV 
Cs 273 160 1·81 4 x 10-%'7 
Ba 580 60 2·11 1 x 10-11 
Ni 1270 60 4·1 5 x 10-' 
Pt 1650 170 5·40 2 x 10-' 
Mo 1970 55 4·15 5 x 10-' 
C 2030 48 4·35 2 x 10-' 
Ta 2370 60 4·10 6 x 10-1 
W 2520 80 4·54 4 x 10-1 I 
Figure 22. 
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Experimental ikthods used to measure ,jork Functions 
The Thermionic ,Jork Function 
The Richardson-Dushman equation (2-5) suggests that log ~Z 
plotted as a function of + should result in a straight line. 
Thus it could be concluded that from the gradient a value for the 
Ivork. function could be determined. HO\1eVer, because of cOBlplicating 
factors, aichardson plots are not linear, and hence Richardson work 
functions differ from the true work function (46). The electron 
reflection coefficients (i.e., the proportion of free electrons which 
do not escape but are reflected by the surface back in to the metal) 
vary as a function of temperature and therefore the pre-exponential 
factor is not constant. A negative space charge is produced above the 
surface potential barrier, thus changing the value of the apparent 
work function. The space charge can be reduced by increasing the 
strength of the electrostatic field betaeen the emitter and collector~ 
but this increased field affects the nature of the surface potential 
barrier. 
Thermionic work. function determinations in addition to these 
theoretical limitations are re.stricted in their application, 
Thermionic emission techniques are limited to temperatures 
where the surface will emit measurable currents without the excessive 
evaporation of the emitter itself. In practice, the vapour pressure 
-7 
of the material must not exceed 10 torr. It can be seen from Figure 
(22) that this factor limits the application of thermionic emission 
stUdies to a few refractory materials. 
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Thermionic emission only becomes measurable at relatively high 
o . temperatures, usually in the order of 1,000 C, and therefore lts 
use in the investigation of work function changes as a function of the 
adsorption of impurity layers is limited. 
The Photoelectric .'lork Function 
Einstein's equation concerning the photo~lectric emission of 
electrons, E = h'J- tJ, suggests that the \Jork function fJ of a material 
may be determined by measuring the maximum kinetic energy E of the 
photo electrons, and the frequency 0 of the incident electromagnetic 
radiation. 
Ho"yever I at temperatures above OOK the threshold frequency is 
not .Jell defined but tails off (see Figure (23». 
The small photoemission observed for frequencies slightly 
below the threshoid frequency at OaK, ~o' corresponds to the electron 
energies in the tail of the Fermi-Dirac distribution at higher 
temperatures. It is therefore difficult to measure accurately the 
threshold frequencies at temperatures above absolute zero. This 
restriction limits the application of the method to work function 
determinations 
Th~ photo electrons wiU be emitted from the areas with the 
lowest ,'Iork function. This need not nect!ssarily be typical of the 
surface as a ,mole, but may correspond to regions of contamination. 
Another disadvantage of the photoelectric method is that in 
gaseous environments it is difficult to avoid the production of ions 
:IT 
y 
<PI I 
Potential variation between two directly 
connected metal electrodes. 
Figure 24, 
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which, when adsorbed on the surface, wili change the surface potential 
and hence the measured work function. 
For the above reasons, photo electric investigations are 
usually limited to clean surfaces under ultra high vacuum conditions 
at relatively low temperatures. 
The Contact Potential Difference Jork Function 
The variation in potential between two meta.l.S I and 11 
separated by a vacuum is shown schematically in Figure (24). If the 
two metals are connected by an external circuit, equilibrium will be 
realized when the two Fermi levels EF(O)l and EF(O)2 have the same 
height, which implies that a potentia! difference Ul2 = EF(O)2 - EF(Oh 
exists at the junction between the t~o metals. This potential difference 
is called the Volta effect, or contact potential difference. Its 
lnagnitude is, as can be seen in the figure, equal to the difference 
in .Jork functions:-
(2-19) 
The validity of equation (2-19) rests on the assumption that 
the LID conductors are in equilibrium at the same temperature. Thus. 
from this relationship it can be seen that if the work function of 
one of the surfaces is known it is possible to determine the other if 
the value of U12 is known. 
The Kelvin method of measuring contact potential differences 
consists of observing the displacement current which is generated when 
the capacity of a capacitance constructed from the two surfaces to be 
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compared is varied. The voltage required for compensation is equal 
and opposite to the contact potential differenc~. A low frequency 
amplifier and a cathode ray tube are usually employed to determine 
the balance pOint, 
It can be shown (47) that the vOltage ~V induced across the 
external circuit is given by: 
Cos Pt 1 
(1 + aSin Pt)2 9 x lOll 
where :~ is the resistance of the external circuit. 
U12 is the contact potential difference. 
A represents the area of the surfaces. 
-l- is the frequency of vibrations. 
211" 
d corresponds to the normal sepal~ation. 
a is the amplitude of vibration. 
volts (2-20) 
Since measurements are made at the null-point, an accurate 
knowledge of the geometry is not required. 
This method of determining work functions has the added advantage 
of not introducing surface disturbances through:- heating, irradiationj 
or electron bombardment. It is ~lSO possible to investigate surfaces 
in gaseous environment~ since it does not cause charge build up. 
The only disadvantage of this method is that it gives the 
arithmetic mean work function of the material under investigation. 
In other words it does not indicate how the /lork function changes from 
one position to another. 
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The Kelvin method of determining contact potential differences 
has been found to agree with electron beam methods to within 
experimental limits (48). 
2.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter the relevant details of electron emission 
and ',Jork function measurements have bt.:en revie~'1ed. The importance of 
work function determinations as a classical method of studying surface 
phenomena has been emphasized. These techniques have proved to be 
particularly useful in probing the nature of the elctronic interaction 
bet,Jeen chemi sorbed atoms and the adsorbent surface. 
To appreciate the need for the present investigations it is 
.f irst necessary to consider the previous work in this f ield.vhich dll 
be given in Chapter Ill. 
CHAPTER III 
REVm('/ OF ~EVIOUS EXPE~HiriENTAL DETERPdINATIONS 
3.1 Introduction 
An immense amount of work has been carried out during the last 
fifty years on work function investigations. 
Many of the early experimental determinations were impeded by 
limitations in the techniques involved. Early attempts at measuring 
work functions were affected by contaminating layers produced by 
impurity gases resulting from insufficient out-gassing of the components 
and inadequate vacuum conditions. Despite the inevitable doubt as to 
the absolute values obtained from these inquiries, many valuable trends 
were obs~rved. 
In this review of the previous experimental determinations the 
factors which influence electron emission Dnd work function values are 
considered separately, keeping all other variablesa8 constant as possible. 
3.2 The Dependence of ~ork Function Values on the Method of Measurement 
There are three main techniques employed in determining the 
electron work functions of the elements:- thermionic, photoelectric 
and contact potential difference methods. .lhen appUed to comparable 
surfaces the three methods yield values that differ by as much a8 a few 
tenths of a volt. This spread is greater than the experimental errors 
of the measuring techniques and represents the difference between 
different kinds of phenomena. To illustrate this effect the work 
functions of polycrystalline tungsten obtained by the three main methods 
will be reviewed. 
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l\ieasurClilents have recently been obtained by Nichols (49) of 
the average thermionic constants, using Richardson plots over a 
temperature range 1,300 to 2,200oK. Polished polycrystalline tungsten 
had a work function of 4.464 volte and unpolished, a value of 4.45 volts. 
These results emphasize the fact that the average thermionic work 
functions from polycrystalline emitters are dependent upon the effects 
of polishing and the types and relative amounts of the various exposed 
crystal faces. 
Because they involve electron emission, thermonic determinations 
.viII be very close to that of the lowest work function patch on the 
surface. 
An investigation of the photoelectric work function of aged 
polycrystalline tungsten has been carried out by Apker, Taft and 
Oikkey (50). Three different photoelectric methods were used:-
1) An analysis of the spectral distribution by Fo~lerls .ethod. 
2) ay extrapolating (current)! - voltage curves to the saturation 
line. 
3) Du Bridge's method (143, 144). 
The values obtained from, the three mdhods differed by only a 
few hundre~ of a volt, the average being 4.49 volts. In 1964 Hopkins 
and Ross (51) carried out experimental determinations of the work 
function of tungsten employing contact potential difference techniques. 
Using the Kelvin method they obtained a value of 4.54 volts for well 
aged polycrystal1ine tungsten. This value has been confirmed by 
Hopkins and Rivi~re (52, 53). 
3.3 
3.3.1 
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It can be s~en that the thermionic and photoeiectric work 
functions, 4.45 and 4.49 volts respectively (the unpolished thermionic 
sample being considered) are lower than the value obtained from contact 
potential investigations. The contact potential difference method, 
because it does not involve the emission of electrons, gives an average 
value for the ,'lQrk function. Hence, it is not surprising that the value 
obtained by this method is higher than those obtained using other 
techniques involving electron emission. 
Comparisons between thermionic and other work function methods 
are further complicated by the wide difference between the temperatures 
at which they are observed (54). 
Unfortunately, the exact crystal orientation of the surface of 
thermally well-nged tun~sten foil is not known. Recent work has shown 
that it is not completely random, but that the process of rolling 
tungsten often orients the surface crystallites in the [100] direction 
(55). The different work function values may therefore be caused by 
different degrees of annealing. The thermionic samples, because of 
their high temperature, are probably almost completely strain free. 
The Effect of Syrface Structure ' 
The Variation of i'lork Function as a Function of Crystal Plane 
Surfaces, when emitting electrons, become polarized. Schottky 
(56) suggested that the force bet.veen the polarized surface and the 
emitted electron can be considered as attraction between the electron 
and its mirror image. If the distance between the surface and electron 
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is x, this force is e2 , -vhere 1;0 is the dielectric constant 4rr~ o( 2x) l 
for a vacuum. 
The energy ~ required to remove the electron from a very small 
distance from the surface r o ' to infinity is obtained by integrating 
e2 between these limits, and is 
16rrE oro • 
Schottky argued that for distances less than r o , where the 
surface cannot be considered to be a smooth plane, the field produced 
by the individual atoms should be considered constant and equal to 
The difference in potential energy is therefore: 
= 
The sum of these two factors is the work function. 
Hence, 
= = 
Substituting ro in angstroms and ~ in electron volts, the relationship 
becomes 
(J = 
This indicates that, for any given material, the more closely packed 
planes will have the highest work function. 
The fact that the electron emission from surface is dependent 
on the orientation of the surface to the c~stal lattice was first 
observed when the electron emission of polycrystalline metal surfaces 
aENTATION FELD EMISSION THERMIONIC C. P. D. 
MULLER (59) SMITH (td NCHOL(6I) L~VE(q 
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was examined by means of the electron microscope. The conclusion that 
the work function has different values for areas of different 
orientation has been confirmed by direct measurement. 
The most reliable determinations of the variation of work 
function as a function of the different crystal planes have been made 
with tungsten. 
It can be seen from Figure (25) that there is good agreement 
between .wrkers concerning the strongly emitting planes - that is, 
the ones ,J1th the lowest !Nork functions. Ho.~ever, though tungsten may be 
outgassed thoroughly, the values obtained for the \1eakly emitting planes 
vary considerably from one worker to another. This discrepancy almost 
certainly represents differences in the degree of past annealing. 
The measured 'Work functions of tungsten lie between a .la_est 
value of 4.30eV for the (116) plane and a highest value of approximately 
5.8eV for the (011) plane. Tungsten is not unique in having work 
function values that differ by a l.5eV margin from one crystal plane 
to another. Mrowka (57) and Smoluchowski (58) have presented theoretical 
explanations of the influence of the crystal orientation on work 
functions, but agreement between their calculated values and the measured 
ones has been inconclusive. 
The Influence of Surface Irregularities 
Except for completely clean single crystals real surfaces are 
composed of numerous regions of differing composition. The image 
potential of an electron outside a smooth surface will be different from 
3.3.3 
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that for an irregular surface, and hence there will be a significant 
variation in I'/ork function va.i.ues as a function of the surface structure. 
Farnsworth and Chung Fu Ying (63) working in the United States 
have compared the\10rk functions of bulk metals and condensed films. 
They have found that both silver and gold when condensed from the vapour 
phase on to substrates at room temperature have work functions that are 
about 0.3 volts iower than those of the bulk metal. ,'/hen these 
o 
condensed films Were annealed at a temperature of about 350 C the 
work functions changed to those of the bulk metals. Farnsworth and 
Chung Fu Ying believed that these effects were due to the presence 
of large densities of lattice flaws ~hich were frozen into the films 
on condensation and that they were removed by annealing. 
A technique has recently been developed which utilizes an 
electron beam scanning process to investigate ./ork function 
variations (64). The information, which is usually displayed on a 
television screen can be reSOlved to within a fe~ microns. It is 
possible with this scanning system to monitor continuously changes in 
the surface patchiness due to thermally induced atomic migrations. 
Because of the practical.limitations of controlling the surface 
conditions it is extremely difficult to obtain reproducible work 
function values. 
The Variation of .'fork Function Values as a Function of Film Thickness 
Most of the physical properties of metal films change from the 
bulk characteristics as their thicL~ess is reduced, and therefore a 
variation in the work function as a function of film thickness is to 
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be expected. Recent ~ork on the influence of the film thickness on 
work function values is somewhat contradictory. 
Using thermionic techniques, Rauh and Thorn (65) obtained 
data :'/hich indicated that the work function of a uranium film increases 
with increasing depth of deposit up to 15 atomic layers, Jhen it 
reaches a limiting value of 3.47 volts. This observation that 
uranium f ilms.Jhich are thicker than 15 atomic layers have a work 
function that is independent of depth - i.e., constant at 3.47 volts -
is in fair agreement with previous determinations of the bulk work 
function of uranium (66,- 67). 
The dependence of the photoelectric work function on depth 
has been investigated by Carron (68). Results obtained from 
aluminium, gold and silver films up to a thickness of 800 ~ confirm 
Rauh and Thorns' reported variation in work function with increasing 
f Hm thickness. 
The results mentioned above are not in agreement with the 
observations of Bryla and Feldman (69) who, using a contact potential 
difference method, failed to observe 8~ variation in the ~ork function 
of gold, platinum and silver films as a function of film thickness. 
The lack of agreement betdeen different workers in this field 
lIIay be because of irregularities and impurities in the material s 
masking any variation in the Nork functions produced by different 
film depths. 
3.3.4 
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The Influence of Underlying Structure 
Low energy electron diffraction experiments carried out 
by experimenters (70, 71) indicated that films which are deposited 
by evaporation at a slow rate have an orientation which is related to 
the microstructure of the underlying substrate. "ence, since the 
work function of a crystal is dependent on the crystal face which 
forms the surface, it is to be expected that the work function of a 
metal will be influenced by the characteristics of the sUbstrate. 
Blackmer and Farnsworth (72), using photoelectric methods have 
measured the electron emission properties of silver films as a function 
of substrate structure. They found th~t silver films deposited on 
quartz and molybdenum substrates had a work function of 4.41eV, 
compared with a value of 4.5ueV when deposited on bulk silver. 
Electron diffraction patterns from the evaporated silver films on 
fused quartz indicate a micro-crystalline structure, hence the low 
values are almost certainly associated with the minute size of the 
crystal. 
It is therefore extremely important when investigating the 
properties of thin films to take into account the rate of deposition 
and the orientation, temperature and contamination of the substrate. 
3.4 The Temperature Dependence of \~ork Function Values 
ii;ost of the early experimental determinat ions of the temperature 
dependence of the work function were hampered by limitations in the 
techniGues involved. These investigations are liable to suspicion for 
one or more of the follo~ing reasons: the temperature range was limited; 
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the vacuum techniques were inadequate; and polycrystalline samples 
~ere used. Against this background the measurements performed by 
such workers as Shelton (73) and Hutson (74) are suspect. In order 
to overcome some of these limitations Blevis and Crowell (75) measured 
in a continuous fashion, variations in the work function of single 
crystal surfaces over a ,'Jide temperature range (0 to 700°C). Using the 
diode retarding-field method determinations were made on [lOO], [110], 
[111), [211] and [221] faces of single copper crystals. Although the 
method is not suitable for determiDing absolute work functions it is 
extremely sensitive to small changes in the .~ork function. 
ilieasurements obtained from copper samples of [110], [211], 
[Ill] and [221] orientations are illustrated in Figure (26). It can 
be seen that the'Nork functions decrease with increasing temperature. 
The results of the determinations are summarized at the bottom of 
Figure (26) where ~ at 600°' is listed. 
UnderwoocP s (76) absolute Nork function values of 5.64 and 
4.98 volts for the [100] and [Ill] faces at room temperature, when 
combined with the sensitive changes in work function obtained by Blevis 
and Crowell, yields the absolute variation in work function as a function 
of temperature (illustrated in Figure (27». AlSO shown in the figure 
is Bolshov's (77) thermionic determination of the work function of 
copper at its melting point. 
It was observed by Bolshov that the work function varies cont-
inuously as the temperature is increased through the melting point. 
5.7,..-----------------------. 
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o 
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Figure 27. 
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It is therefore probable that the work functions of all the crystal 
faces approach a common vaiue near the melting point. Considering 
that Bolshov used thermionic techniques at the melting point of 
copper (at a temperature of l083 0 C the vapour pressure of copper is 
approximately 5 x IO-3torr(145» these investigations are liable to 
suspicion. 
Other workers (78 ,79) investigating the temperature dependence 
of the work function of tungsten, confirm that the work functions of 
the [112], [116] and [Ill] faces tend to converge near the melting 
point. 
3.5 The Influence of Adsorbed Films 
The adsorption of gases on solids is spontaneous, so there is 
a drop in the free energy of the system. Considering that, prior to 
adsorption, the adsorbent molecules move freely in three dimensions, 
the adsorption of gases is therefore accompanied by a large decrease 
in entropy. Since the change in enthalpy, ~, of the system is given 
by ~ = 6F + T65, it folloNs that ~ must always be negative -
i.e., all adsorption processes are exothermic. 
The work function chan~es observed when surfaces adsorb gases 
have been used in the interpretation of the electronic processes 
taking place near the surface. Many systems have been investigated 
by work function techniques, but there is still considerable disagreement 
over important features. Much of the divergence of opinion is almost 
certainly due to poor gas phase analysis. 
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Since Langmuir (80), many authors have discussed the 
interaction of hydrogen with clean tungsten surfaces. In most of the 
investigations a tungsten surface was bathed in an atmosphere of 
hydrogen; changes in the total pressure were attributed entirely to 
hydrogen. 
Moore and Unterwald (81) have investigated surface and gas 
phase residues using flash filament and mass spectroscopic analysis. 
Carbon monoxide '.ras found to be so persistent that they believed that 
most of the published work with hydrogen \Vas performed unintentionally 
in en atmosphere of carbon monoxide. The carbon monoxide was probably 
produced from carbon and oxygen atoms dissolved in the tungsten, which 
diffuse to the surface and then combine. 
The stability of glass at high temperatures and in gas 
discharges has recently been investigated by Bills and Evett (82.). 
l,leasurements performed on pyrex borosil icate type glasses indicate 
that large quantities of decomposition products can be evolved 
from glass either by heating above about 350°C in a vacuum (12.2) or 
by a chemical sputtering process initiated by bombarding the glass 
with low energy ions. 
Thus, in attempting to outgass glass vacuum systems by baking, 
many workers may have unwittingly contaminated the surfaces of the 
system. This of course throws suspicion on all gas and surface phase 
work carried out in glass high vacuum systems. 
3.5.1 
3.5.2 
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Influence of Temperature on Adsorbed Layers 
Ehrlich (83) using work function and flash filament technique~, 
has investigated the variation in sticking coefficient for nitrogen 
on tungsten. There was an observed decrease in the sticking coefficient 
as the temperature was increased. The heats of adsorption also varied 
as a function of temperature. At low temperatures, i.e., below 1150 K, 
nitrogen adsorbs as molecules with a binding energy of 9kcal/mole. 
Above a temperature of 1150 K the binding energy increases to 20kcal/m.c;lle. 
Ehrlich proposed that at low temperatures nitrogen molecules 
are physisorbed on tungsten surfaces and at higher temperatures the 
nature of the bonding changes into a chemisorbed state. It is probable 
that many gaseous molecules or atoms may first adsorb on surfaces by 
a physical process which acts as a reservoir for the subsequent 
adsorption into a more strongly bound chemisorbed state. 
The Dependen~e ___ of Jork Function Values on Adsorbate Coverage 
The influence of adsorbate coverage on work function values is 
usually explained by assuming that molecules (which may possess permanent 
or induced dipole moments) Nhen adsorbed on surfaces, produce electrical 
double iayers. 
The change in the work function, ~_, can be related to the 
fractional coverage, e, by 
1::." = ± 4IT Ns ~ (3-1) 
where Ns is the number of adsorption sites per em2 and 1-1 is the 
dipole moment associated with each adsorbed molecule. 
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It should be possible to determine ~ from plots of 6_ as a 
function of e. Baker and Rideal (84) investigated the adsorption 
of 00, C2H4 and H2 on evaporated films of Co, Fe, Ni and Ta. 
They observed a linear change in the photoelectric work function as 
a function of adsorbate coverage, when e < 0.6. 
Considering that evaporated metal films are extremely porous, 
the agreement between equation (3-1) and Barker and Rideal's work is 
almost certainly fortuitous. 
Eisinger (85, 86), attempting to make significant comparisons 
with equation (3-1) considered the adsorpticn of nitrogen on an array 
of identical sites, in this case the (113) face of a tungsten crystal. 
Flash filament techniques were used to determine the amount of 
adsorbed gas, and photoelectric methods were employed to measure the 
work functions. 
A plot of 6~ as a function of the coverage, e, was found to be 
linear until the number of adsorbed nitrogen atoms was double the number 
of surface tungsten atoms, and at this point there was an increase in 
the gradient. 6~ still continued to increase linearly with coverage. 
The two gradients obtained from the plot, when substituted 
into equation (3-1), indicate that for a coverage of e = 0.5 there 
is a change in the dipole moment from 1.6 x 10-17 to 7.3 x lO-17e •s •u • 
The magnitude of the dipole is in itself an indication of the 
bond type; large ~ values (i.e., > 10-16e •s •u .) indicate predo~nantly 
ionic bonds, ~mile small ~ values suggest covalent bonds. 
3.5.3 
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It can thus be seen that it is possible to make detailed 
interpretations of adsorption mechanisms from work function changes 
as a function of adsorbent coverage. 
The InfJLuence of Crystal Orientation on Adsorption 
i::ac Rae (87), .',orking at the Bell Telephone laboratories, has 
investigated the influence of crystal orientation on adsorption 
characteristics. Low energy electron diffraction techniques Were used to 
study the adsorption of oxygen on the [111], [001] and [110] surfaces 
of nickel. The three surfaces, when covered with a monOlayer of oxygen 
were found to have extremely ordered three-dimensional structures, 
composed of both oxygen and nickel atoms. The structures were different 
from each other, and peculiar to the different crystal planes. In 
many respects the ordered structures had more in common ~ith three-
dimensional compounds than the two-dimensional structures usually 
assumed for adsorbed films. 
The mechanism of adsorption was observed to be dependent on 
the orientation of the surfaces. This is illustrated by the work 
function increases due to the adsorption of oxygen. The difference in 
work functions between the clean' surfaces and the surfaces having 
adsorbed layers were:- 1.2,0.6 and 0.25 volts for the [Ill], [110] 
and ]001] planes, respectively. 
Field emission studies have been used by Holscher (88) to 
examine the chemisorption of nitrogen on individual crystal faces of 
tungsten. The work function changes for the different planes were 
Surface potentials of nitrogen on individual crystal 
faces of tungsten, after 10 min exposure to p-lO"'" Torr at 300oK. 
Work functions (V) Surfa.ce 
potentia.l (V) 
Crystal face tPw tPW-N tPW-tPW-N 
(311) 4.50 4.76 -0.26 
(611) 4.30 4.59 -0.29 
(nll)- 4.40 4.27 +0.13 
(lOO) 5.2 4.3 +0.9 
(310) 4.35 4.74 -0.39 
(111) 4.40 4.70 -0.30 
Total surface 4.50 4.32 +0.18 
- This notation indicates that the face in question was in the [1101 zone with 
the image located just outside ihe dark spot of the (lOO) face. 
Figure 2.8. 
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measured by means of Fowler-Nordheim plots. The results (see Figure 
(28», which ('Ire in agreement with previous findings, conf irm that 
the work funct ion changes of individual crystai faces are considerably 
different from the changes of overall work functions of polycrystalline 
sampl es. 
Reference Sur~ in Gases 
By the very nature of the Kelvin method of determining contact 
potential differences, it is imperative to have a reference surface 
whose work function is known. Therefore, .vhen investigating the 
adsorption of gases, it is of the utmost importance to have a standard 
electrode whose work function will not be altered by the admission of 
the gas. 
80mke (89), using photoelectric measurements, observed that the 
work functions of cadmium and zinc remain constant at their ultra-high 
vacuum values when nitrogen and the noble gases are introduced at 
room temperature. De Voe (90), using similar techniques, verified 
these observations. 
Gold, because of its relative chemical inertness, is an 
excellent reference surface.' Hopkins, Mee and Parker (91) have 
recently investigated the influence of oxygen on the work function of 
gold. They concluded that the surface potential of vacuum deposited 
gold films is unaltered by the presence of oxygen at low pressures 
(up to I torr). Trapnell (92), observed that at room temperature and 
low pressures, gold chemisorbs neither nitrogen nor hydrogen. 
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These measurements clearly indicate the remarkable stability 
of gold surfaces in low pressure atmospheres of oxygen, nitrogen and 
hydrogen. 
The absolute work function of an evaporated gold film has 
been determined by Anderson (93), employing the Kelvin method. Using 
a barium reference electrode he gives a value of 4.83eV. These 
measurements are subject to criticism, owing to the extreme reactivity 
of the standard surface. ..... Riviere (94) quotes a value of 4.70eV. when 
measured with respect to well-aged polycrystalline tungsten. 
These determinations of the work function of evaporated gold 
films are liable to suspicion, since they have been made in 
experimental tubes which have been pumped and baked on mercury systems 
prior to sealing off. 
In 1966 Huber, (95), using a mercury-free vacuum systelo, 
investigated the effect of mercury vapour contamination on the work 
function of gold. He demonstrated that mercury is extremely reactive 
towards gold, lowering its work function by approximately half a volt 
(see Figure (29». The measured work function of mercury-free gold 
surfaces \~S 5.22 ± O.05eV. 
Rivi~e (96) using similar mercury-free vacuum techniques, has 
recently confirmed Huber's observations. It would therefore appear 
that the measurements of the work function of gold which were 
determined in the past were in fact measurements of the characteristics 
of mercury contaminated surfaces. 
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3.6 Previo~ Determinations of the ;'/ork Function of Mercury 
The phenomenon of electron emission from mercury surfaces is 
employed extensively in modern industry. The range of u~s is very 
,..,ide, embracing mercury vapour lamps and mercury switching devices. 
Considering ~he importance of rectification and inversions in the 
electrical supply industry, it is surprising that only a few 
determinations have been carried out of the work functions of mercury 
surfaces. 
It will be recalled that the usable thermionic emission from 
a surface is restricted by the maximum temperature at which it can be 
operated without excessive evaporation of the materiai itself. 
-7 The practical limit is a vapour pressure of about 10 torr. The vapour 
-7 pressure of mercury is only less than 10 torr at temperatures below 
_40oC. Therefore it would appear impracticable to use thermionic 
techniques to determine the work function of mercury. 
In 1958 Gomer (97), and in 1963 Parker, Anderson and Hardy (98) 
carried out field-emi ssion experiments with mercury whiskers. 
(The ,'/hiskers were produced from mercury vapour condensing on a tungsten 
substrate cooled to between -600 C and -800 C). The field-emission 
patterns obtained from single 110 oriented mercury whiskers were used 
to investigate the growth kinetics of the samples. Unfortunately, they 
did not construct any Fowler-Nordheim plots to obtain a work function 
value. Although a considerable amount of work has been carried out on 
field emission from mercury samples, there has not been a published 
value for the field-emission work function to date. 
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Photoelectric determinations of the work function of mercury have 
been made by Kazda (99), Hales (lOO) and Roller, Jordan and Iloodward 
(101). Extreme care vIas taken to obtain pure mercury. The samples 
were outgassed by vacuum distillation. 
Kazda and Hales used a continuous flow system to produce clean 
liquid mercury surfaces. Both workers measured to .• i thin narrow limits 
a threshold wavelength of 2,735~ for mercury at room temperature, which 
corresponds to a ,·Jork function of 4.5~eV. 
Roller, Jordan and ;Voodward measured the threshold wavelength for 
solid mercury surfaces at liquid air temperuture. They observed that, 
with increasing thickness as the film condensed. the work function 
first decreased to a minimum, and then increased with increasing film 
thickness to the final constant value of the bulk material. 
The final value for a thick layer of mercury was 4.52eV. 
Klein and Lange (102), in 1938, reviewed the then known work 
function values obtained by contact potentia! difference techniques. 
They plotted the following: the first and second ionization potentials, 
the standard electrode potentials, and the work functions of the elements, 
as a function of ascending atomic number. Because all the ionization 
and electrode potentials were known, they were able to estimate the work 
functions that had not been determined. They quoted a value of 4.50eV 
for the work function of mercury. 
This figure is liable to suspicion since the work functions they 
\ 
quote in the determination of the work function of mercury are 
3.7 
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considerably lower than recent measurements using sophisticated 
techniques. They quote work functions of 4.32eV, 4.46eV, 4.38eV and 
4.46eV for nickel, copper, tungsten and gold respectively; these are 
considerably lo'wer than the modern accepted values of 4. 74eV, 4.50ev, 
4.56cv and 5.22eV (94, 146, 95). Hence, the value of 4.50eV which 
they quote for the work function of mercury is most probably an 
underestimate. 
Conclusion and Statement of Problem _ _ •. -..;; __ ;...;;"o,;.; ______ ...... __ ~
In the course of this chapter the most important factors 
that influence the characteristics of surfaces have been summarized. 
It has been established that the various measuring techniques yield 
different work function values. 
It is apparent that appreciable discrepancies exist between 
the various workers in this field, and that very little work has 
been carried out on mercury surfaces. In fact, the only consistent 
determinations were made nearly forty years ago, with rather 
unsophisticated photoelectric equipment. Indeed, no attempt has been 
made to determine the work function of clean mercury surfaces by 
means of the refined techniques, no~ available. 
The present work is aimed at determining the work functions 
of solid and liquid mercury, using contact potential difference 
methods. It is also intended to investigate a ne.' technique of 
measuring the characteristics of surfaces which have an appreciable 
vapour pressure. 
~PTER IV 
DESCKIPTION OF APPARKTUS AND EXPERI.mNTAL PROCEDURE 
4.1 Introduction 
Electron emission techniques for determining work functions are 
unsuitable for this work. It is difficult to obtain sharp threshold 
frequencies ~ith photoelectric methods and such methods cannot be used to 
investigate adsorption phenomena since it is difficult to avoid the 
production of ions which,i¥hen adsorbed on the surface fii11 change the 
nature of the surface potential. Thermionic emission techniques are 
impracticable ... hen used to investigate JIletal s iVith low melting points. 
The only practicable methods are those that entail contact 
potential difference methods. 
Zisman's (103) modification of Kelvin's method of determining 
the Volta potential was used in this work. In this a vibrating capacitor 
is constructed from the surface under investigation and a reference 
surface of known .t'ork function. The induced contact potential difference 
between the t~o surfaces is equal to the difference of their ~ork 
functions. Hence, the work function of the reference surface must be 
known before the other can be calculated. 
There is neither electron emission nor an incident beam of 
photons, so that the use of the method does not change the characteristics 
of the surfaces. The main disadvantage of this system is that it gives an 
average .vork function for the dhole surface, and it is unsuitable in 
any investigation of surface irregularities and patchiness etc. 
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4.2 Method and Te£h~i9ue of Nork Function Measurement 
It is customary in the theoretical treatment of the Kelvin 
method to assume that the vibrating ca~citor system is completely 
isolated. In practice, the vibrating system is one of several capacitors 
;/hich includes the capacitor beti'Jeen the vibrating surface and the 
electrostatic shield. Therefore, there will be several contact potential 
differences, and no single applied potential ;/ill exactly compensate the 
potential between the two surfaces. 
In this work, extraneous fields ,iere minimized by r.aking the 
distance between the surfaces under investigation very small relative 
to the distances between the vibrating system and other metal 
components. 
The contact potential dDrerences ~ere measured using the standard 
procedure - i.e., backing off the signal from the vibrating capacitor 
system, by applying a measured potential in series '11th the plates. 
The first stage of the amplifying system consisted of a type 
954 electrometer valve, from Nhich the output ~as fed into a two stage 
feedback amplifier employing L/O E.F.40 valves (see Figure (30». 
Because the input signa'l was of a lo,l frequency, large coupling 
capacitors were used. The decoupling capacitors were also large, so as 
to filter out as much 5Uc/s interference as possible. This decreased 
the amplifications, but increased the signal to noise ratio. Noise was 
further reduced by using accumulators and dry batteries for the power 
supplies. 
R R 
Figure 31. 
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The signal, amplified by a factor of about 10,000, was fed into 
a 50c/s twin parallel T filter (see Figure (31», to reduce the mains 
interference. The output was displayed on a Telequipment type 8.32 
oscilloscope, fitted with a type P.A. 3 pre-amplifier. 
The reversible backing-off potential was supplied from an 
accumulator placed across a lOGO ohm linear potentiometer, and was 
measured on a calibrated mUlti-range Crompton meter (see appendix 11). 
Under the most favourable conditions the contact potential 
differences could be ",ensured to within a millivolt, an error ;lhich is 
sma 11 compa red with the mea sured pot ent ia 1 s. 
All components of the amplifying and potentiometer systems were 
placed in .netal electrostatic screening boxes, .~hich ,vere connected by 
earthed coaxial leads (75 ohm). Care.vas taken to ensure that al1 
coupl ing loops ./ere reduced to a minimum. 
Vibrational instabilities 11ere reduced by mounting the measuring 
equipment on a firm base disconnected from the pumping frame. 
4.3 The Experimental A~ratus 
The invest igat ions were carried out in two separate vacuum systems, 
one constructed from borosilicate glass, the other from staInless steel. 
Glass was used in the construction of approximately half of the 
experimental apparatus, but because of its inherently low impact strength 
and chemical instability, it was decided to continue the work in a 
demountable stainless steel vacuum system. The operation of the two 
vaCuum systems involve quite different techniques, so it is appropriate 
to discuss them separately. 
Fj gpee 32. 
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4.4 The Glass Vacuum System 
This part of the experimental equipment \Jas designed to attain 
the lowest possible pressure, so that any clean surfaces produced in the 
apparatus /Jould not be contaminated too quickly by gas phase residues 
(i.e., to ext~nd the time available for experimental observation). 
A photograph of the vacuwn system and manifold is sho.m in 
Figure (32). A schematic representation of the apparatus is shown 
in Figure (33). 
The initial stages of the system, which produced a pressure of 
-7 5 x 10 torr, consisted of a three stage mercury diffusion pump, which 
was backed by a Metrovac high speed rotary pump. 
To reduce water vapour contamination and the diffusion of oil 
from the backing pump, a phosphorus pent oxide trap .~s inserted bwtween 
the backing and mercury diffusion pumps. For ease of manipulations 
grease taps .~ere used below the diffusion pump, but because they cannot 
be thoroughiy outgassed, and Nould therefore have acted as a source of 
impurity, they Ilere not employed above this stage. 
The mercury used in the, diffusion pump Nas purified by acid 
treatment and vacuum distillation. I.iercury vapour.l8s prevented from 
diffusing into the high vacuum system by hlo liquid nitrogen traps 
connected in series. 
A Penning gauge, mounted between the oven base and the liquid 
nitrogen traps, was used to measure the ultimate pressure of the system 
~hile the manifold was being outgassed. The Penning gauge consisted of 
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a ring-shaped anode positioned equidistant between two circular cathodes, 
I cm apart. A magnetic field of about 600 gauss was produced normal 
to the p~ates by a strong permanent magnet. A potential of 2,000 volts 
was applied bet,'!cen the electrodes to induce a discharge. The resulting 
electrons described helical trajectories, thus giving an appreciable 
current amplification. "hen monitoring pressures below 10-5 torr, it 
was necessary to initiate breakdown with a high frequency leak detector. 
A multi-range micro-ammeter was used to determine the breakdown current 
''1hich, ,/ith the aid of a calibration curve (Appendix 1), provided a 
measure of the pressure. The lower limit of the instrument i~S found to 
be about 1O-7torr , where the discharge terminated. 
The vacuum system Nas designed to allow hydrogen to be introduced 
into the apparatus so that the contaminating metal oxides could a11 be 
reduced. The hydrogen, ~hich was supplied from a high pressure cylinder, 
wai introduced through the greased tap, T2 , into the gas reservoir, G.R. 
The hydrogen pressure vias measured on the manometer, and was always 
maintained belo.1 50torr, so as to reduce the risk of an accidental 
explosion. 
The Glass U~ra-High Vacuum S~stem 
At a pressure of 5 x IO-7torr a clean surface will be contaminated 
by a monoiayer in a few seconds. Thus, in any investigation of clean 
surfaces, it is essentiai to obtain pressures' considerably lo,~er than 
those produced by the initial stages of the vacuum system. 
The conventional vacuum system \~s linked to the ultra-high vacuum 
system by means of a system of gia ss "pig' s-taH sIt breakers and 
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constrictions, and hence the use of grease taps above the diffusion 
pump ,va s eliminated. The breakers were opened magnetically by means 
of a soft iron slug enclosed in a glass envelope to prevent outgassing 
into the equipment. The manifold via s isolated from the conventional 
vacuum system by carefUlly heating the constriction C until the glass 
fused. 
The ultra-high vacuum system consisted of a getter tube, t.vo 
Alpert ionization pumps, a mercury purification system and the 
experimental tubes. A photograph of this part of the apparatus is 
sho.m in Figure (34). 
The getters ,/ere commercially produced barium evaporators 
and 12 of these Aere spot welded onto a nickel wire lattice. The 
structure ilJas placed in a side-arm so that the sublimed metal Ivould 
not contaminate the experimental tubes. A radio-frequency eddy current 
supply was used, both to outgass and to fire the getters. .ihen flashed 
the getters lo . .'ercd the gas pressure by an order of magnitude. 
After the getters had been fired, the pressure was further 
lowered by means of a commerc~ally produced l.lpert type inverted 
ionization pump and gauge (itlullard I.O.G. 12 gauges). 
The ionization gauge head consisted of a tungsten filament 
placed about a centimeter a./ay from the helical moiybdenum grid, along 
the axis of ,~hich .Jas a tungsten wire collector. The .vhole assembly 
.vas placed inside a glass envelope, the inner surface of which was 
coated lVith a conducting screen, which was usually maintained at the 
20V 
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same potential as the collector, thus increasing the pumping speed. 
The ,thermionic electrons which Here emitted when the f ilarnent ,~as 
heated ,~ere accelerated towards the positively charged grid. The 
energetic electrons ionized the gas molecules to produce positive ions, 
which were accelerated towares the screen and collector, where they ~iere 
subsequently trapped (104). 
A schematic representation of the geometr,y and potentials in 
the gauge is shown in Figure (35). 
A miiiiameter and a microameter Nere used to measure the 
thermionic electron current and the positive ion currents respectively. 
If the electron current -,Jas maintained at a constant value the positive 
ion current ,res proportional to the gas pressure. The approximate 
pressure (to the nearest order of magnitude) in the high vacuum system 
,~as obtained from the calibration relationship:-
p = 1 Ip 
sI; 
where P represents the gas pressure in torr, Ip is the positive ion 
current, and le is the thermionic electron current. The relative 
sensitivity, S, of ionization gauges for various gases have been 
investigated by Lafferty (105). The sensitivities do not vary by more 
than an order of magnitude from one type of gas to another. S, for 
carbon monoxide, nitrogen and oxygen in this type of gauge is of the 
order of 12 and, because the pressure measurements were only needed to 
the nearest order of magnitude, the above sensitivity ~s u.ed. 
4.4.2 
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By using two Alpert gauges in series it .ms possible to 
obtain pressures of about lO-IOtorr. At these 10.J pressures several 
hours are required to produce a monolayer of adsorbed gas, and hence 
the apparatus was capable of muintaining clean surfaces. 
Glass Vacuum Te£hniques 
All the glass components in the vacuum system, ,\lhich were 
constructed from borosilicate pyrex glass, were cleaned by washing in 
nitric acid, distilled .vater I methylated spirit sand finally acetone. 
The experimental tubes;Jere connected to the pumping system by wide bore 
tubes to obtain the maximum puaping speed. 
The vacuum system was initially evacuated, by means of the 
-3 
rotary backing pump, down to a pressure of 10 torr. At this pressure 
most of the large leaks could be detected with a high frequency spark 
coil. The location of the leaks was indicated by a bright discharge, 
or by the discharge changing colour \vhen an organic volatile Hquid 
(usually carbon tetrachloride) was applied near to the leak. 
-7 The pressure in the system ~s reduced to 10 torr by means of 
the three-stage mercury diffusion pump. The ultra-high vacuum system 
was outgassed by baking at a.temperature of 250°C for several days. 
The pressure increased to about lO-3torr and then, as the outgassing 
-7 rate decreased, the pres8ure fell again to 10 torr. At this stage 
the vacuum system was flushed with a low pressure stream of hydrogen for 
several hours at the baking temperature. 
The metal components Here further reduced by heating to a dull 
red temperature, either by passing a current through them, or by means 
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of an eddy-current heater. At the end of this period the hydrogen was 
evacuated froLl the system, and the baking resumed for three days, 
until the Penning gauge ceased to function (i.e., the pressure was belo·l~ 
-7 10 torr) • 
• /hen the g:assware had been thoroughly outgassed the baking 
oven ,\la5 removed to facilitate the outgassing of the metal components. 
The Alpert gauges ,were outgassed by heating the filaments 
to ,'hite heat and maintaining them at a potential of minus 550 volts 
relative to the grids and collectors. The resulting thermionic 
currents desorbed contaminants adsorbed on the surface of the grids 
and collectors. 
The metal samples were outgassed by heating them to a 
temperature at ./hich the evaporation rate was beginning to become 
signif icant, so that the more volatile impurities ,'Iould be sublimed 
off leaving the clean samples behind. The standard procedure of metal 
outgassing followed by baking was continued until the Alpert gau,es 
recorded no ap~reciable gas evolution. 
During the whole of the outgassing Ilrocess the freezing trap. 
were continuously immersed in liquid nitrogen to stop mercury ¥Bpour 
diffusing into the manifold. 
After the initial evacuation had been accomplished, the .anifold 
was isolated from the vacuum system by melting the constriction (see 
Figure (33». The pressure was then reduced by tlYO orders of _gnitude 
by firing several of the getter strips and leaving the active fila. for 
4.4.3 
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several hours to adsorb the gas phase residues. The flashing routine, 
followed by several hours adsorption, was repeated three or four times 
until there "/as no furth;::r pressure drop. 
To complete the evacuation, the Alpert gauge i~S switched on 
for several days. The pumping speed of Alpert pumps is proportional 
to the pressure and hence an exponential decrease in pressure is 
observed. If the system did not contain any leaks the pressure 
subsequently fell to about 5 x IO-IUtorr • 
Constructio!l...2Ll:..h..£-.Gla~Ex£.erimental Tubes 
Six experimenta I tubes were constructed to inve·stigate 
particular phenomena, and their design varied considerably. The tubcs 
(Nhich will be described individually in the next chapter) Nere all 
constructed to determine ~york function values, so they contained many 
common charact~ristics. 
Since bulk metal components are difficult to outgas, glass 
Nas used as the material of construction, as far as possible. 
The tubes contained t.\'o electrodes, the Kelvin electrode 
(;~hich ;-/as usually the reference surface) being vibrated norally to 
the surface under investigation. The Kelvin electrodes ',~ere mounted on 
a spring system constructed out of two crossed tungsten strips. 
The sensitivity of the system ;~s increased by placing the plates as 
close together as possible, care being taken to avoid contact during 
operation. The sensitivity was further increased by adjusting the 
spring systcm, so that the Kelvin assembly had a high frequency of 
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! 
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oscillation. (1\ frequency of between 20 and <wc/s seemed to be the 
optimum) • 
Most of the clean surfaces were prepared by evaporating a thin 
fi~m of the metal under investigation onto a pyrex sUbstrate. The 
glass discs ,~er<! formed in carbon moulds at a temAlerature of about 
800°C, by gentiy pressing soft globuies of pyrex into shape. To make 
electrical contact with the far side of the substrates, tungsten rods 
were carefully eased through the molten glass. t~ter being slowly 
annealed the discs aere ground flat by meam of carborundum powder, 
and then flame polished to produce microscopically smooth faces. 
The flame polishing process oxidised the tungsten rods producing high 
re si stance oxide layers, ;'/hich .vere subsequently removed by ,.rashing 
with a sodium hydroxide solution. As an added precaution, small spots 
of aquadag ~ere placed on the ends of the tungsten rods, to guarantee 
good electrical contact. 
To increase the accuracy of the system, the areas of the 
surfaces were made as large as possible, but the diameter VIal!! limited 
to about 3cms, because of field effects between the electrodes and the 
glass envelope. The lYeight 'of large electrodes was also prohibitive 
since it ~s very difficult to devise a suitable vibrating sy,te •• 
The clean f Hms 'Nere evaporated from SIllElU beads mounted on 
tungsten helical supports. A length of 30 s.w.g. lYire of the metal 
to be evaporated was coiled around a helix of 25 s.w.g. tungsten wire 
and melted in an atmosphere of hydrogen, to reduce dissolved oxygen 
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and any oxide present. The reduced filaments IJere supported on 18 s.'"I.g. 
nickel leads, \Jhich were spot welded to the tungsten rods in the 
envelope pinch. The hydrogen adsorbcd by the beads during the reduction 
process was expelled during the subsequent outgassing processes. 
To restrict the beams of evavorated metal the filaments .vere enclosed 
in cylindrical nickel shields. The completed evaporation assemblies 
,Jere then carefully positioned near and normai to the corresponding 
glass substrates. 
The Kelvin electrodes I.ere mounted on hinges; this enabled 
the reference surfaces to be moved from a position opposite the 
evaporation be~ds to the experimental region. A glass covered iron 
slug was used to magnetically defiect the Keivin assembly from one 
stable position to the other. The moveable Kelvin electrodes were 
electrically connected to the pinch leads by means of ductile nickel 
tapes, care being taken to shield the vulnerable regions against short 
circuiting induced by the evaporated metal. After being cleaned in 
nitric acid and distilled water the envelopes '.vere drop sealed onto 
the pinches, after Ivhich they were slowly annealed, and then coupled 
to the vacuum system. 
4.5 !!!.~....!t.!.inless SkeL!!!.tra-High Vacuum, Sl:stem 
naterials used in the construction of ultra-high vacuum systems 
must satisfy several fundamental criteria. These include a low vapour 
pressure at outgassing temperatures, chemical inertness, ease of 
fabrication, and impermeability to gases. 
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stainless stee~ systems not only satisfy these requirements, 
but al so have the added advantage of being deoountable and tree of 
moving parts. Stainless steel systems, unlike the conventional glass 
ones, are completely free of mercury and contaminating organic vapours. 
'1 photograph of the sbinless steel vacuum system and measuring 
equipment can be seen in Figure (36). A schematic representation of the 
system is sho.'1n in Figure (37). 
The pressure in the system ,Ias reduced from atmospheric to 
about lO-3torr ~sing a sorption pump containing molecular sieve 
(alumnnium calcium silicate). 
At this stage a Pirani gauge head (Edwards Type M.6.A.), located 
just above the sorption pump, measured the pressure in the system. 
Before being immersed in liquid nitrogen the sorvtion pump 
';'Ias outgassed by heating to a temperature of about 2500 C for several 
hours. ,1hen the molecular fore pump had produced a pressure in the 
micron range, the first bakeable valve VI was closed, and the 
first getter ion pump G.I.~. was turned on. 
The getter ion pumps consisted of a titanium anode of honeycomb 
structure positioned equidistant bet.veen twiO titanium cathodes. A 
strong axial magnetic field was maintained between the electrodes by 
means of a permanent magnet. 
The pumping speed of a getter ion pump varies with the nature 
of the gas being pumped, and it is therefore possible using hydrogen 
(for which the pumping rate is three times that of air) to use the 
pumps as leak detectors. 
Figure 38. 
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,'lhen the first get ter ion pump had reached equilibrium #ith 
the outgassing rate of the unbaked system (usually at a pressure of 
approximately 5 x 1O-7torr ) the gaskets and.velded joints were 
carefully exposed to a narr)~ stream of hydrog~n. Any leaks in the 
system were indicated by a pressure ri se of about an order of magnitude. 
If these leak detecting tests proved negative, the system was 
then outgassed at a temperature of about 2300 C for a couple of days. 
The outgassing was discontinued when the first getter ion pump G.I.P. l 
(pumping speed 8 litres/sec belo." IO-4torr) recorded a pressure lower 
-8 
than 10 torr. /,t this stage the second getter ion pump G.I.P. 2 
,vas switched on, and, after it had outgassed itself, the second bakeable 
valve V2 was closed. :!hen the pressure had fallen to belol'] 10-9torr 
the last getter ion pump G.I.P.3 ~as turned on to pump the experimental 
chamber E.C. (the rest of the system was iSOlated from the experimental 
chamber by eloling the third valve V
3
). ';lith this cascade pwnping 
technique it t/8S possible to attain pressures belo>1 IO-10torr • 
A trigger di scharge gauge, T .G., (General Electric Type 22 .G. T .210) was 
-8 employed to il;..:!8sure pressures below 10 torr. 
The demountnble stainless steel components ,/ere connected by 
means of Conseal flanges used in conjunction with oxygen-free, high-
conductivity plastic deforming copper gaskets. 
For ease of manipulation the metal evaporators and shields were 
mounted on a nickel dire cage (see Figure (38», which, when assembled 
was gently inserted into the cylindrical experimental chamber. 
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Electrical contact beb'l'een the evaporators and the external power 
supply .Jas made by means of metal to ceramic "feed throughs". 
Figure (39) sno.JS a schematic representation of the experimental chamber. 
f. linear motion drive enabled the clean surfaces under 
investigation to be moved transversely relative to the Kelvin electrode. 
To assist the delicate internal operations a lilt Pyrex vie./ing port 
was fittec1 to the chamber. 
4.6 ~Kelvi~ Electrode Vibrating System 
In the giass experimental tubes the Kelvin electrodes were 
induced to vibrate by gently tapping the glass envelopes. The system, 
though .ocequate, suffered from the folio.ling defects:-
1) The vibration decayed to zero as a function of time due to internal 
damping and hence it was difficult to utilize the maximum sensitivity 
of the equipment. 
2) The lack of cont~ol over the amplitude made it difficult to 
avoid collisions bet:Jeen the Kelvin electrode and the other surface. 
As the resulting contact between the plates could change the surt3ce 
characteristics (e.g., by charge-transfer phenomena) it was decided to 
investigate other vibrating systems. 
I. block diagram of the vibrating system used in the stainless 
steel apparatus can be seen in Figure (40). 
The Kelvin electrodes, K.E., were mounted on crossed spring 
assemblies :Jhich had resonant frequencies in the 20-50c/ s range. 
The system :IaS induced to oscillate by vibrating the transmission 
Figure 41. 
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arm, T .j~" at the Kelvin electrodes resonant frequenc,v I a transducer 
was used to maintain the vibrations. 
The transmission arm ~vas connected to the stainless steel 
chamber by an elastic bello~s-type membrane. The flexible coupling 
caused the vibrating electrode to shift IJhen the pressure in the system 
./a s reduced, and therefore I to compensate for any movement, a system 
of adjusting scre./s wa s provided. 
It ;Jas observed that the resonant frequency slowly fluctuated 
as a functi on of time; this .'I8S possibly due to the elasticity of the 
springs changing because of the bakout and outgassing processes. Any 
change in the resonant frequencY,/as compensated for by adjusting the 
characteristics of the electronic oscillator. The amplitude lVas 
controlled by the variable resistance in the circuit. 
The induced contact potential difference bet~een the vibrating 
plates ':Jas measured by the classical Kelvin technique. Photographs of 
typical oscilloscope displays are shown in Figure (41). The middle 
oscillograph represents the null point, while the other two signals 
show equal and opposite off balance points of +0.005 and -0.005 volts 
respectively. ~s can be seen in the photographs, when the balance point 
is passed the phase of the signal changes by rr radians, and hence the 
determination of the null point is considerably simplified. 
4.1 f.!:!r.!.f.!.cation of 11~cury 
The initial charge of mercury, which ,'las cardul.l.Y poured into 
the first mercury reservoir (Hg.R)1 (see Figure (33» had a purity not 
less than 99 .&/~. The first mercury reservoir was located below the 
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oven base where the temperature dn not rise above 300 C and hence the 
vapour pressure of mercury in the glassr.rare was maintained below 
10-3torr • Mter the manifold had been evacuated and baked, the 
-7 mercury was outgassed by slow refluxing under a pressure of 10 torr, 
for several days. The impurities outgassed from the mercury Nould 
have contaminated the rest of the system, and so et this stage the 
re st of the manifo.ld VJa s given a second bake out by heat ing with a ga s 
flame. 
Mter the system had been thoroughly tut36ssed, the mercury 
was slowly distilled from the first to the second reservoir {Hg.R)2. 
To ensure that the less volatile impurities remained in the first 
distillation tube, a 10\'/ distillation temperature and hence a slo,.~ 
rate of distillation .1as maintained. A lOO..,att heating tape was 
coiled round the whole length of the first distillation tube to 
achieve this. The first di stiliation ,Jas di scontinu.ed ':Ihen three 
quarters of the original Qercury had been distilled (this usually 
took several days). The first reservoir was then isolated by closing 
the constriction. 
Similar s10.J distillation techniques \Jere used in the second 
stage of the mercury purification. The rate of evaporation was 
controlled by coupling the heating tape to a Variac transformer. 
Jhen three quarters of the mercur.y had been distilled into the third 
reservoir (Hg.R.)3' the second constriction ~~s sealed. During the 
two distillation processes the mercury must have further outgassed 
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and therefore the surfaces of the iast reservoir must have been 
contaminated. 
The adsorbed impurities ',iere removed by heating the glass-
ware to a temperature of about 300oC:Jith a gas flame. 
The final stage of the purification consisted of distilling 
the mercury from the reservoir (Hg.lt')3 into the tube connecting 
the experimental tube to the lu st di stillation reservoir. .~hen 
the required amount of mercur,y had been condensed in the tube the 
two constrictions 1 inking the small tube ':Iere closed - leaving the 
pure outgussed metal in the sealed side arL. The mercury \¥as 
then admitted into the experimental region by magnetically breaking 
the isolating seal. 
Before the breaker >las opened, the pressure inside the 
-10 
experimental tube and the connecting arm v/ere about 10 torr and 
lO-7torr respectively. Hence, considering that the volume of the 
high vacuum system ,'/as approximately two orders of magnitude greater 
than the tube containing the mercury, the partial pressure of the 
impurities in the experimental tube l'Ihen the mercury was admitted 
was unlikely to have been h~gher than 10-9torr. 
4.8 ~mmary' 
In the COUi'se of this chapter, the experimental apparatus 
and techniques have been revie.~ed. In the preparation of the clean 
films an attempt has been made to obtain materials \1ith a maximum 
impurity content of one part in 107 • 
CHAPl'ER V 
CONTACT POTENT~L DIFF~~~SUREMENTS ON_ LI~UID 
AND SOL ID il;lERCUR:.:Y:..-..:::.;SU~R.:.:F..:.f...:.:::CE::.S:;.:=--.-,;;RE:;.;S_U;.;;;L_T_S...-;AN=D __ D_I;.;:S~C_U_S;:;.;S I:::.;:O;.:.N~. 
5.1 Introduction 
The contact potential difference method of determining work 
functions is possible only if the work function of one of the surfaces 
is accurately known at the time of measurement. 
At room temperature mercury has a vapour pressure of approximatell 
lO-3torr (see appendix Ill), which under normal conditions would 
contaminate a clean reference surface in about a millisecond. Therefore 
the problem with using the Kelvin method, in conjunction with mercury, 
is one of keeping the standard surface free from polluting adsorbed 
layers. 
Three different techniques for maintaining this freedom have 
been investigated and these in chronological order, were:-
a) The reference surface was heated to a high temperature (in the 
order of 500oC), in an attempt to desorb adsorbed mercury molecules. 
b) The mercury was cooled to the temperature of liquid nitrogen, 
~here its vapour pressure is. less than lO-l5torr , thus effectively 
eliminating the source of contamination. 
c) The reference electrode ~s separated from the mercury vapour by 
a thin insulating glass partition. 
The first two methods which were investigated, entailed similar 
experimental techniques and will therefore be discussed in this chapter. 
Figure 42. 
5.2 
5.2.1 
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The other method (i.e., using thin insulating partitions), employed 
quite a different experimental procedure and will be reviewed in a 
later chapter. 
The results discussed in this chapter were obtained from five 
experimental tubes. \'lhile measurements 'Nere being taken, except where 
-9 
otherwise stated, the residual gas pressures Nere less than 10 torr. 
The first two experimental tubes were used to investigate contact 
potential difference changes between liquid mercury surfaces and hot 
molybdenum Kelvin electrodes. T~e remaining three tubes were designed 
to investigate the surface characteristics of solid mercury films. 
Contact Potenti~l Difference Measurements on LiqUid Mercury Surfaces 
Tube 1 
The first experimental tube (a photograph of which is shown in 
Figure (42» ,KlS designed to determine the work function of liquid 
mercury. The mercury electrode consisted of a pool of the liquid 
metal positioned at the bottom of the experimental tube. In order to 
restrict the weight of the mercury the lo~er end of the tube wos 
flattened. 
The distance betwe~n the Kelvin electrode and the mercury 
surface could b~ adjusted by pouring the required amo~nt of aetal 
into or out of the mercury reservoir side-arm. 
Several workers (107, 141) have produced clean surfaces by 
heating materials to high temperatures. It was therefore decided to 
investigate the possibility of producing clean mercury-free reference 
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surfaces by heating molybdenum electrodes to dull-red heat. 
IYiolybdenum was selected because it does not form an amalgam with 
mercury (108) and its solubility in mercury is below 2 x lO-5per 
cent (109). f.iolybdenum lends itself to this method since its vapour 
pressure at 9000 C is belo>1 10-14torr (138) and the work function of 
well-aged polycrystal1ine molybdenum is accurately kno.vn (Ill). 
The molybdenum electrode was initially cleaned by slowly 
etching Ilway the heavily contaminated outer layers flith a dilute 
solution of chromic acid. After the acid treatment the electrode was 
washed in distilled ,later, acetone and finally carbon tetrachloride. 
At this stage the molybdenumMls outgassed by eddy-current heating to 
a temperature of about l,OOOoC for several minutes. To reduce any 
oxide layers the outgassed electrode was employed as the cathode in 
Il low pressure (about i torr) hydrogen discharge. After about two 
days the discharge was terminated and the purification process was 
completed by subjecting the reduced electrode to a second outsassing 
process. 
At the final seal-off from the manifold the ~stem consisted 
of the experimental tube co~taining the required amount of mercury and 
an Alpert pump. The Alpert gauge and experimental tube were connected 
by a collapsible constriction. 
The partial pressures of the residue gases were fUrther 
reduced by switching on the Alpert pump. after the mercury had been 
cooled to liquid nitrogen teaperatures (thus effectively eliminating 
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contaminating mercury vapour from the Alpert gauge). The final 
constriction was sealed after pumping for about t.~o days, when the 
partial pressure of the residual gases was approximatelY lO-lOtorr. 
In an effort to desorb adsorbed mercury molecules the molybdenum 
reference electrode was heated to a dull-red heat by means of an edcty-
current heater I which ,'Jas carefully positioned around the base of the 
experimental tube. ',/hile the Kelvin electrode .Jas being heated the 
mercury was poured out of the main experimenta~ tube into the 
reservoir, thus maintaining the mercury at room temperature. 
\'lhen the molybdenum reference surface had been heated to its 
maximum temperiiture (about 900°C) the eddy-current heater :Ias removed 
and the correct quantity of mercury was gently poured back into the 
experimental tube. 
During the I18nipulation of the mercury great carelJ8s taken to 
avoid contact between the liquid metal and the hot Kelvin electrode. 
The two surfaces under investigation .~ere electrically 
connected to the external e~ectronic equipment by means of nickel 
leads and tungsten sea~s. 
After the experimental tube had been processed using standard 
high vacuum techniques, contact potential difference measurements ~ere 
made by the conventional Kelvin method. The molybdenum reference 
electrode was induced to vibrate by gently tapping the experimental 
tube. 
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The results obtained from this simple tube, which are 
iliustrated in Figure (43) I show a completely random fluctuation 
in C.P.D. measurements as a function of time. 
During the series of C.P.D. determinations the temperature 
of the mOlybdenum electrode ;'Jas continuously maintained above a 
o 
temperature of 300 C. \'Jhen the eddy-current heater ~as switched on 
(usually about every two minutes) to boost the temperature of the 
reference surface up to a duii-red heat, no discontinuity or sudden 
change in the C.P.D. measurements were observed. It was therefore 
concluded that the random variation in C.P.D. measurements probably 
represented a change in the surface nature of the mercury electrode, 
rather than a variation in the characteristics of the mOlybdenum 
surface. 
After repeated C.P.D. runs the glass surfaces inside the 
experimental tube, in the region of the molybdenum disc, became 
coated ./1th a thin layer of contamination (this could be observed as 
a pale-blue bioom). The impurity layer almost certainly originated 
from the molybdenum electrode, since it ',Jas not present before the 
molybdenum surface was heated and it gradually became thicker with 
repeated outgassing proce.ses of the Kelvin electrode. 
It must therefore be concluded that the impurities outsassed 
from the molybdenum were contaminating the surface of the liquid 
mercury. Jith this simple experimental tube, it was not possible to 
I-+--G. D. 
Hg. 
Mo. MOLYBDENUM ELECTRODE. 
Hg. MERCURY ELECTRODE. 
G.D. GLASS DIAPHRAGM . 
SI-52. IRON SLUGS. 
TI - T2. TUNGSTEN SEALS. 
Figure 44. 
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prevent the outgassed residues contaminating the mercury surface. 
It .ms therefore decided to construct a new experimental tube, 
','/hich ,Jou ... d incorpora tc in its design a method of preventing the 
contamination of the mercury. 
,!ube ~ 
The second experimental tube ,Ias designed to follo.v C.P.D. 
changes beti'/een a pOlycrystall ine molybdenum reference electrode and 
a liquid mercury surface, under more carefu~ly controlled purity 
conditions than the first experimental tube. 
i~ movable glass diaphragm, G.D., (see Figure (44» was used 
as a shie~cl to protect the clean mercury surface, Hg, from the con-
taminating residues, outgaseed from the mOlybdenum disc, bo, during 
its heat treatment. 
The molybdenum disc \~s reduced and cleaned by employing the 
techniques used to condition the electrode in the first experimental 
tube. 
The first stage of the mercury-desorbing heat treatment 
inVOlved raising the molybdenum electrode by magnetical!y manipulating 
the iron slug, Si' from its position just above the mercury surface 
(as shown in the schematic diagram), to a higher level. This enabled 
the circular g,,-8SS diaphragm to be carefuHy viaced in a horizontal 
position, just above the mercury electrode. The diaphragm was then 
moved from the vertical plane to a horizontal position (as shown in 
the vhotograph, Figure (45», by means of the second magnetic slug, Sz. 
Figure 45. 
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.!hen the Kelvin eiectrode was in its raised position (as 
sho,m in the photograph) it was eddy-current heated to a duB-red 
heat. It .Jas hoped to restrict in this ,lay the outgassed contaminants 
to the section of the experimental tube above the shielding glass 
diaphragm. 
f-.fter the diaphragm had been removed to its vertical position, 
the hot reference surface ;'Jas then gentlY J.o,;rered to its measuring 
position, - i.e., just above the mercury surface. 
It can be seen from the photograph (Figure (45» that the 
blooming produced on the inside of the experimental tube by the out-
gassed residues ~as successfu~ly confined to the region of the tube, 
above the diaphragm. The pool of mercury and the Kelvin electrode 
:,ere electrically connected to the externa~ electronic equiPllent by 
means of the tungsten seals, Tl - T2-
The inter-electrode distance could be finely contrOlled by 
pouring small amounts of mercury out of the hemispherical base into 
the side-arm containing the second iron slug, S2-
The C.P.D. measurements \'1ere determined by the conventional 
Kelvin method of tapping the. experimental tube to induce the reference 
electrode to vibrate relative to the surface under investigation. 
!k,s~ ..2.bl!..!.!!ed from t~~£.o~perimental Tube 
Although the glass diaphragm successfully exciuded the out-
gassed contaminants from the mercur,y pool, the results obtained from 
this more sophisticated tube displayed the same random fluctuations as 
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\'Jere obtained from the first tube. In common with the previous tube 
the large variation in C.P.D., as a function of time, appeared to be 
inde~endent of the temperature of the electrode. The lack of 
rcprocucibility almost certainly represents the influence of impurity 
fi~ms on the surface of the mercury. 
The possibility that the mercury ,'1as reacting with the glass 
equipment can not be dismissed. Borosilicate-type g~asses are known 
to react .Jith a wide range of ne tal5 (i10). Hence, the mercury was 
probabiY leaching impurities out of the glass tube, ~hich because of 
the high specific gravity of mercury (i.e. 13.6) would form a thin 
contaminating layer on top of the metal. 
Because of the apparent inertness of boro-silicate type glasses, 
it is often considered to have no effect on the experiments carried 
out Hi thin. However, glass is known to act as a source of contamination 
(147, 148). It ,illS therefore concluded that glass is an unsuitable 
constructional materi~l for investigating the surface characteristics 
of ~iquid mercury. 
It \~s therefore decided to abandon the liquid mercury in glass 
equipment determinations and concentrate on the surface nature of solid 
mercury f Hms. 
It was hop(:j that by employing liquid nitrogen temperature 
techniques to "freeze" the impurity layers and subsequently submerge 
them below condensed f Hms of evailorated mercury. 
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5.3 £2!Ltact Potential Difference Meas~e..!!.t..L0!!.12!...!E...!iercu!)' Surfac~. 
5.3.1 
J.t the boiling point of nitrogen (-196°C at atmospheric 
pressure) the vapour pressure of mercury is below lO-15torr (see 
appendix Ill). Hence, considering that the duration of the C.P.D. 
measurement periods rarely exceeded one day, the effect of the vapour 
on the surfaces under investigation could be ignored. 
The investigation of tre surface characteristics of solid 
mercury developed in three stages. The first consisted of 
investigating the variation in C.P.D. between a solid mercury surface 
and a hot nickel Kelvin electrode. The second phase of the enquiry 
measured the C.P.D. between a hot nickel reference electrode and a 
clean mercury film, evaporated onto a SOlid mercury substrate (cooled 
to liquid nitrogen temperatures). The final phase determined the 
work function of evaporated mercury films deposited at liquid nitrogen 
temperatures, using freshly evaporated nickel fiImsies the reference 
surfaces. 
Nickel .~as selected as the reference surface because its 
effective evaporating temperature is considerably lower than that of 
HOlybdenum (112). 
Tub.!.]. 
The third experimental tube VJas designed and constructed for 
the investigation of C.P.D. changes beb/een a polycrystaHine nickel 
reference electrode and solid mercury surfaces. The dimensions of 
the tube,"Jere approximately the same as those for the preceeding tubes, 
HE. 
Ni. NCKEL ELECTRODE. 
Hg. MERCURY ELECTRODE. 
R. RESERVOIR. 
HE. HEATING ELEMENT. 
,-T3 TUNGSTEN SEALS. 
Figure 47. 
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being about 15cm long and having a diameter of 6cms {a photograph 
of the tube is shown in Figtlre (46». 
A small permanent magnet .vas used to def lect the Kelvin 
electrode from its equi:ibrium position. The magnetic ~tbod of 
inducing the reference electrode to vibrate (unlike the conventional 
tapping process) had the advantage of not disturbing the rest of 
the experimental tube. 
The nickei eiectrode, Ni, (see the iine diagram, Figure 47» 
.vas maintained at a temperature of approximately 3000 C by means of a 
small heating element ,tiE, ~hich ... as mounted behind the Kelvin electrode. 
The tungsten mounting springs and seals, T.L - T2 , Ivere employed to 
conduct the electric current through the helical fiLament. Jith this 
design it •• as hoped that the mercury vapour .Jouid preferentially condense 
on the mercury eiectrode, Hg, \vhich .ias COOled to the temperature of 
liquid nitrogen. In common ~¥ith the preceeding tubes the inter-electrode 
distance was regulated by pouring mercury into a side-arm reservoir, R. 
The nickel electrode Ivas initiady cleaned in a dilute sOlution 
of nitric acid to etch off the contaminated outer layers. Before 
assembly the Kelvin electro~e was otIBshed in dist.llled 'd8ter, acetone and 
finally ether. To remove adsorbed oxygen and oxide fil~S, the nickel 
surface was reduced by flushing the experimental tube with hydrogen 
followed by eddy-current heating to a dull-red heat. 
To reduce the partiel pressure of the mercury vapour, the mercury 
end of the experimental tube and the side-arm reservoir, were immersed 
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in liquid nitrogen for several days, so that all the mercury vapour 
condensed on to the solid mercury surfaces. The process was assisted by 
warming the remainder of the tube with electric heating tapes. 
Great difficulties .,ere encountered as the mercury was cooled 
belooY its melting point. The solid mercury was found to adhere strongly 
to the inner wa,ds of the glass envelope (several workers (l.i.4, li5) 
have reported that pure mercury wets de~.8ed glass) . 
The adhesion of the solid mercury to the glass in conjunction 
with its high coefficient of expansion (41 x 10-6 compared with about 
6 x 10-6 for borosilicate type glasses) caused the experimental tubes 
to crack. The cracking was eliminated by the following procedure:-
a) Making the mercury electrodes much thinner and therefore physically 
weaker than the glass envelopes. 
b) Removing existing strains in the glassware by thorough annealing. 
c) Gradually l"tarming and cooling the mercury through the phase changes 
and therefore reducing the magnitude of the strains. 
Results from the Third Experimental Tube 
The C.P.D. readings obtained from this experimental tube are 
shown in Figure (48), plotted as a function of time after solidification. 
It can'be seen that once the mercury in the tube had been frozen, the 
C.P.D. was static to within narro.~ limits, for periods as long as 
50 hours, but when the mercury was allowed to liquify and was then 
resolidified the C.P.i). always changed to a ne.l value (which itself 
remained constant as a function of time). 
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Consider the C.P.D. reading of A(see the Figure)jover a period 
of 20 hours it varied by only a smatl amount, remaining at +1.5 volts. 
At B the mercury ;vas mei ted and resolidif ied; the new C.P .D. reading 
at C ,vas -0.63 volts - i.e., it had even changed potarity from B to 
C. From over 30 of these complete cycles three effects were observed:-
1) The C.P.D. readings were static (to within a fe~ millivolts) as 
long as the mercury remained solid. 
2} The C.P.D. always changed if the mercury \>'BS allowed to melt and 
was resolidif ied. 
3) The C.P.i>. readings had values between +2 and -2 volts (i.e., a 
variation of 4 volts) • 
The C.P.D. changes observed when the mercury ~s resolidified 
could be explained by either a variation in the surface characteristics 
of the standard electrode, or a change in the mercury surface. 
The possibility that the standard electrode was changing by 
adsorbing mercury vapour was eliminated by keeping the mercury electrode 
solid, .vhii e the mercury in the reservoir, R, ;niS me! ted for a fe\f 
minutes. There was no change in the measured C.P.D., and so it could 
be concluded that for the short periods of time that the mercury 
electrode was melted (approximately five minutes), the surface of the 
standard electrode did not change. 
These results indicate that it was the surface of the mercury 
electrode which was changing. This could be because: 
Figure 49. 
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A) The phase changes caused the internal structure of the mercury 
to change and therefo re the characteri stics of the surfaces (crystal 
orientation, roughness coefficients etc) varied. 
B) The surface wa s changed by impurit ies floating on the mercury. 
The ·.lOrk function values of metals do not differ from one 
crystal plane to another by more than a 2 volt margin (59, 60,61,62). 
Hence, considering that the measured C.P.D. readings had a variation 
of 4 volts, it seems likely that impurity layers .Iere responsible 
for the observed effects. 
The impurity ~ayers would not be capable of movement once the 
mercury had been SOlidified, and hence the C.P.D. measurements would 
be static. 
The impurity-film hypothesis Will account for the C.P.D. 
fluctuations obtained from tubes I and 2. The thin contaminating 
films \~ere aiJlost certainly moving around on the surface of the 
liquid mercury. 
It was decided at this stage to investigate the characteristics 
of clean evaporated mercury surfaces, using solid mercury films, at 
liquid nitrogen temperatures, as the substrates. It l~S thus hoped 
that the mercury condensed on the solid mercury electrodes ~ould 
bury the frozen impurity layers. 
5.3.2 Tube 4 
--
The fourth experimental tube (a photograph of which is shown 
in Figure (49)) yas developed for the investigation of the surface 
H. E. __ -----._~ 
'4 K.E. 
K.E. KELVIN ELECTRODE. 
H.E. HEATING ELEMENT. 
s. IRON SLUG. 
TI - T2 TUNGSTEN LEADS. 
Figure 50. 
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Figure 51. 
". 
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characteristics of evaporated mercury films deposited at the temperature 
of liquid nitrogen onto sOiid mercury substrates. 
In COlMlOn with the previous tube the Kelvin electrode was 
constructed out of 0.007" pOlycrysta1.iine nickei sheet, fitted with 
a helical heating element H.E. (sec the schematic representation 
of the Kelvin assembiY, figure (50». 
The Kelvin electrode, K.E. (see Figure (51» cQuid be !ifted 
from position (i) to position (ii) by means of the magnetic slug, S, 
thus leaving the mercury e~ectrode unobstructed. 
It can be seen from the photograph of the Keivin assembly, 
Figure (52), that the Lvo current carrying leads feeding the heating 
element were separated throughout the pivoted vibrating system by 
giass insulators: this !Vas difficult to construct but proved to be 
effective. 
The heating element was continuously maintained at a dull-red 
heat, except for the short periods during ~hich the C.P.D. measurements 
were taken (approximately one minute). The procedure was necessary 
because the large electrostatic and magnetic fields, produced by the 
heating current, completelY. distorted the signals. 
gesults f£o~e Fourth Ex~erimental Tube 
The experimental tube was used initially to confirm the 
findings obtained from the previous tube (tube 3) - i.e., the work 
function of sOlid mercury changes when it undergoes a cycle of phase 
changes. 
Position (i) Position (ii) 
position(iii) position (iv) 
Figure 53. 
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The C.P • .). readings obtained from t;lis tube when the mercury 
electrode .• as dle.l. ted and reSOi idif ied displayed the sal/le general 
characteristics as i~lustr3ted in Figure (48) • 
. lith this .nore sophiRticated tube it ;vas possible to investigate 
the variation in ."IOrk function as the Kelvin electrode .Jas moved 
along the frozen mercury surface. At this stage the mercury gun, 
f,i.G 1 , was maintained at the temperature of liquid nitrogen: thus 
eXI . IOsing the f.ioating impurity layers. 
As long as the Kelvin electrode was kept vibrating around 
a fixed mean position, e.g., position (i), (see Figure (53» the 
C.P.D. measurements \Jel:~e constant as a function of time. However, 
it was noticed that .Jhen the Kelvin assembly.vas moved by means of 
the magnetic slug to a new centre of vibration, e.g., position (Hi), 
the C.P.D. changed. The only change in the system was in the position 
of the Kelvin electrode relative to the mercury surface. Hence, it 
can be concluded that the solid mercury electrode had a work function 
>Jhich varied as a function of distance along its surface. 
No detectable trend .~s observed when the C.P.D. readings 
~ere plotted as a function of position, e.g., a typic81 set of 
measurements were: 
Position (i) 0.7 volts 
Position (iv) - 2 • .1. volts 
Position (iii) - 1.2 volts 
These C.P.D. readings add further weight to the contaminating impurity-
layer hyptthesis. 
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To prepare reproducible clean mercury surfaces, it was 
decided to condense an evaporated beam of mercury vapour on top of 
the frozen contaminating films. This was achieved by lifting the 
Kelvin assembly from its measuring position (position (i» I by means 
of the magnetic slug, to a higher position (i.e., postion (ii» so as 
to leave the mercury substrate unobstructed. 
Ilhen the Kelvin electrode ,'/8 s cl.:ar of the solid mercury 
surface, the mercury in the mercury gun, iIi.G., was allowed to ne It 
and reach room temperature. At room temperature the vapour pressure 
of mercury is approximately lO-3torr and so over a period of severai 
hours the surface of the frozen mercury electrode Nas covered lVith 
a thick layer of evaporated mercury. The thickness of the condensed 
film could be estimated by observing the opaque layer of condensed 
mercury deposited onto the walls of the experimental tube in the 
vicinity of the solid electrode. The films of evaporated mercury, 
because of the ir random nature ,~ere reproducible. 
The chanee in C.P.D. plotted as a function of time as the 
solid mercury el ectrodes "ere covered with condensed f Hms of IDercury 
can be seen in the graph (Figure (54». 
The initial C.P.D. between the contaminated mercury electrode 
and the Kelvin surface was constant as a .function of time at -0.72 
volts (region A). At the point B the Kelvin assembly was IDdgneticallY 
removed from the measuring position and the mercur,y in the mercur,y gun 
was,allowed to melt. It can be seen that as the condensed mercury film 
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increased in thickness the C.P.D. approaobed a value of -0.26 VOlts 
(region C), which changed neither as a function of film thickness 
nor position along the surface of the condensed film. It ~as also 
observed that the C.P.D. between the Kelvin electrode and the 
condensed film did not change signif icantty as a function of t iae. 
,then the condensed film and frozen substrate were melted and 
resolidified the C.P.D. changed by +1.4 volts, Le., to +1.1-1: VOlts 
(point D). ','1hi.!e the mercury in the main experimental tube under-vent 
the phase change cycle, the mercury gun was cooled to -196°C. 
Hence, the solid mercury substrate was not covered by a Clean 
evaporated mercury film. The reading at D (+1.14 volts) represents 
the C.P.v. between the poiycrystalline nickel reference electrode 
and the mercury surface contaminated with impurity layers. 
At the point E the Kelvin electrode was raised from its 
measuring position and the mercury gun was slowly warmed to room 
temperature. It can be seen from the graph that as the mercury 
vapour condensed onto the mercury substrate the C.P.D. approached 
a value of -0.23 volts (region F). 
The reSUlts obtained from over 20 of these phase changes 
followed by mercury evaporation may be swnmarized thus: 
1) The C.P.D. measurements obtained frwn the contaminated mercury 
substrates displayed the erratic behaviour as was observed in the 
previous tube (tube 3). 
FiS!lre 55 . 
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2.) ./henever a clea.n mercury film was deposited on top of the 
contaminated substrates, the C.P.D. readings always approached a 
value of -0.21 ! v.v3 volts. 
It would appear, therefore, that a means had been devised 
for determining accurately the C.P.U. between mercury films and a 
reference surface. 
In this tube the reference electrode was constructed out of 
polycrystalline nickel sheet, the work function of which ,1as 
unfortunately not known. It ~as therefore decided to construct a 
ne.J experimental tube, .... hich .vould have incorportatd in its design 
a method of producing reference surfaces of known .ork function. 
Tu!!.L2. 
A photograph of the fifth and final glass experimental tube 
constructed to investigate mercury-vacuum interfaces is shown in 
Figure (55). The tube was developed to measure the C.P.D. between 
evaporated nickel reference surfaces and condensed mercury films 
(deposited at the temperature of liquid nitrogen). Therefore, 
considering that the ~ork function of evaporated nickel films is 
known accuratelY (94) the experimental tube enabled the ;/ork function 
of soiid mercury to be determined. 
In conunon .Jith the previous tube an electricallY heated 
pivoted standard electrode, S.E., (see the schematic representation, 
Figure (56» was mounted just above the mercury electrode, Hg. 
li 
H,. 
T3 T~ Hq.R. 
Hq. MERCURY ELECTRODE 
S.E. STANDARD ELECTRODE 
Ni.G. NICKEL GUN 
~.R. MEFCURY RESERVOIR 
S. MAGNETIC SLUG 
H.E. HEATING ELEMENT 
TI - T~ TUNGSTEN SEALS 
HoE. -----. ... -~, 
~--S.E. 
Figure....2h 
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The Kelvin assc'1illy (see the perspective inset) would be magneticaUy 
moved, from the measuring position (position (i) to a point opposite 
the nickel gun, Ni.G. (i.e., position (ii). 
For case of manipulation, as many of the components of the 
tube as possible were pL~ced in side-arms, e.g., the magnetic slug, S. 
This system had the added advantage of permitting faUlty components 
to be replaced .Jithout dismantlj.ng the rest of the experimental tube. 
The first stage in the preparation of the Clean mercury f Hms 
consisted of cooling the Iilercury electrode, Hg, and the mercury 
reservoir, Hg.J .• , to the temperature of liquid nitrogen (by immersing 
the bottom parts of the experimental tube in a Ue./ar flask containing 
liquid nitrogen). This effectively reduced the vapour pressure of 
the mercury to zero. 
\ihen all the mercury had condensed, either onto the nlercury 
electrode, or the reservoir (this usually took several days), the 
Kelvin assembly was magneticady raised from position (i) to 
position (ii). Hence, the surface of the mercury substrate was 
unobstructed and ready to receive the evaporated mercury beam. 
At this stase the mercury side-arm reservoir \Vas slOwly 
warmed to room temperatures thus evaporating a thick layer of 
condensed mercury onto the solid mercury sUbstrate. 
After a clean mercury surface had been deposited, the 
reservoir ~as recooled to the temperature of liquid nitrogen and so 
the vapour pressure of mercury in the experimental tube was asain at 
an extremely low level. 
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The clean reference surface was produced by condensing a 
beam of evaporated I'lickel (from the nickel gun, Ni.G.) onto the 
polycrystalline nickel sUbstrate. At a high temperature (i.e., 
approximately 1,400oC) nickel and tungsten combine to form an alloy. 
However, if the proportion by weight of nickel to tungsten on a 
filament of the latter is kept below 300., the nickel will evaporate 
at its melting point in preference to alloying (142). The construction 
of nickel evaporators in the form of coiled coils on 27 s.w.g. 
tungsten wire fulfilied this condition. 
The final stage of the experimental procedure used to determine 
the work function of solid mercury consisted of lowering the Kelvin 
assembly from the evaporation position to its measuring position 
(i.e., position (i». 
~esults from t~~h Exeerimental.~ 
Before being employed in the determination of the ,1ork 
function of mercury, this tube was used to investigate the surface 
nature of contaminated solid mercury (i.e., .Jithout a freshly 
evaporated layer of mercury). In common with the two previous 
experimental tubes, the .vork funct ion of frozen mercury films was 
found to change:-
A) After a cycle of phase changes. 
B) As a function of position on the surface. 
A typical set of C.P.D. readings, plotted as a function of 
time, obtained from this experimental tube, are shown in Figure (51). 
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The initial reading of +1.54 volts - i.e., region A, 
represented the C.P.D. between the Kelvin electrode (of unknown 
work function) and the contaminated mercury, 
At B the Kelvin assembly lVas magnetically raised to position 
(ii) - leaving the mercury electrode unobstructed. The mercury in 
the reservoir ,Jas then meited and ~armed to room temperature, thus 
enabl ing the mercury susbtrate to be covered lVith a condensed film 
of mercury. It can be seen that, over a period of 11/4hours, the 
C.P.D. changed from + 1.54 volts and approached a steady value of 
- 0.34 volts (region C). At this stage the mercury in the side-
arm was resolidified and cooled to -196°C. 
The readings Dleasut'ed in region C represented the C. P .0. 
between the reference surface and the clean condensed mercury film, 
deposited at - 196°C, onto the contaminated mercury sWbstrate. 
At 0 the Kelvin assembly ~s moved from its measuring position 
to position (ii) - i.e., opposite the nickel gun. At this stage a 
beam of evaporated nickel was condensed onto the reference electrode 
It can be seen, from the graph, that as the thickness of the condensed 
film increased, the C.P.D. approached a value of + 0.29 ! 0.05 volts 
(region E) • 
Th~ figure of + 0.2.9 t. 0.05 volts represented the C.P.D. 
between an evaporated mercury film (condensed at - 196°c, onto a 
mercury sUbstrate) and an evaporated nickel film (deposited onto a 
polyc~stalline nickel sUbstrate). 
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The ± 0.05 volts error represents the total deviation for ten 
different experiments, each of ;,'hich involved many repeated evaporations 
to determine the degree of consistency as a function of thickness. 
Assuming Rivi~'s(91) value of 4.74eV for the .Jork function 
of nickel, the :Jork function of evaporated mercury at a temperature 
of - 196°C is therefore 4.45eV. 
The most outstanding feature of the C.P.D. readin~ obtained 
from anyone experiment :~s the constancy as a function of time. 
It was diff icult (owing to the nature of the method) to reduce the 
interval betlveen the end of evaporation and the first reading to less 
than a minute. After the first measurement the potentiometer setting 
did not have to be reafijusted for several days. 
This extrecely 10;1 level of contamination can probably be 
ascribed to the getter-action of the mercury beams condensed at the 
temperature of liquid nitrogen (many sticking coefficients increase 
,'1ith decreasing temperature (139, 14<.1). 
5.4 Conclusions 
All the experiments described in this chapter have been 
directed towards determining the work 'function of mercury. 
The presence of thin impurity layers floating on the liquid 
mercury (i.e., in the first two experimental tubes) prohibited the 
measurement of the work function of mercury at room temperature. 
Using evaporation techniques at the temperature of liquid 
nitrogen (i.e., in the last two tubes) the contaminating films were 
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successfully frozen and submerged beneath fiims of mercury. 
The ",Jork function value, obtained from the fifth experimental 
tube is slighby .iower than the determinat ions reported by other 
,Jorkers (99, lOu, 1(1). 
This difference may repr~sent a difference in the surface 
characteristics of the reference electrode. Rivi~re condensed 
the nickel f Hms onto glass substrates, ,ihile in this invt!stigation 
the substrates were constructed out of polycrystall ine nickel. 
The difference may a.so be due to the notorious difficulty in 
outgassing nickel cornplete.l.y. 
Several ,1orkers (113) have reported that annealing can 
change the work function of a surface by a s much as a tenth of a 
volt. Therefore, considering that the mercury films were deposited 
at liquid nitrogen temperatures, it seems likely that they would 
have contained many imperfections and had high roughness factors. 
It • ..,ouId therefore seem probable that the slight disagreement 
repres~nt s the degree of annea A ing of the Dlercury films. 
The solid Iliercury techniques can only be used to measure 
work functions at the temperature of ' liquid nitrogen. To extend 
the study to liquid mercury it was considered necessal'Y to examine 
the thin partition method mentioned earlier. 
6.1 Introduction 
CHAPT~ . ....ll 
THE J[~ASS P~1TITION METHOu: 
~.§.ULTS P.ND DISCUSSION 
Al though the 10\1 temperature techniques, which ':iere rev ielved 
in the previous chapter, proved successful in the determination of 
the \10rk function of solid mercury, it still remained necessary to 
mea sure the _,ork funct ion of liquid mercury. 
Mercury at room temperature has a vapour pressure of 
approximately 10-3 torr, .Jhich .Jould contaminate a c;ean surface in 
about a millisecond. fo.t this stage in the investigation it .Jas 
decided to pJ.ace the liquid mercury in a separate sea:ed glass container 
thus maintaining the Kelvin eiectrode free of mercury contamination. 
It was hoped that the insulating giass partition (i.e., .,hich 
separated the reference surface from the mercury vapour) would not 
change the C.P.D. bet.Jeen the two metal electrodes by a significant 
amount. 
The assumption that the C.P.D. between t',10 surfaces is equal 
to the difference of their .lork fUI:\ctions is onty realized .Jhen the 
t .vo Fermi levels arc the same in equilibrium. 
The amorphous structure of glass and the localized nature of 
its electrons renders it difficult to discuss the energy band scheme 
of the material. The physical meaning of Fermi levels in glass is 
therefore some.~hat more abstract than that in the case of metals. 
Fi[l;lre 58 . 
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It was thck~efore hoped that an insulating glass partition 
when placed between t·,IO metals ,JOuld not deform their Fermi levels. 
The partitions ,Jere construct(~d out of 1 m.m. thick borosilicate glass 
sheets. Before asser:.i:>lY the partitions ~{ei'e rigorous.1.Y cleaned by 
soaking in chromic acid and ,lashing I/ith distilled ,~ater, ethyl 
alcohol and acetone • 
. ii th the gia ss partition method it \'I8S possible to investigate 
the 101/er surfaces of the liquid mercury e ... ectrodes. Hence, the impurity 
layers (encountered in the earlier experimental tubes) floating on the 
top mercury surface, \'/cre clear of the mercury-glass interface. 
6.2 Preliminary_G~s~ P~~..!:.i~ubt:.. 
The results obtained from this experimentai tube are of interest 
only in so much as they provided information which resulted in the 
improvement of the experimental techniques, which were incorporated in 
subsequent apparatus. 
The experimental tube (a photograph of which is shown in 
Figure (58) was designed to investigate the following phenomena:-
(A) The effect of thin glass partitions on C.P.D. measurements. 
(B) The influence of mercury vapour on the reference surfaee. 
The apparatus :'18S essential.:.y two separate vacuum systems .with 
a lm.m. thick glass}l,~rtition between the two electrodes (see the line 
diagram, Figure (59». The section of the experimental tube containing 
the Kelvin electrode, X.E."Jas maintained free of mercury vapour by 
means of liquid nitrogen traps. 
B. S. 
TI 
K.E. KELVIN ELECTRODE. 
Hg. MERCURY ELECTRODE. 
Au.E GOLD EVAPORATOR. 
8.5. BREAKABLE SEAL. 
Sl-~ IRON SLUGS. 
Tt - 12 TUNGSTEN SEALS. 
Figure 59. 
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Considering that the reference surface .1a5 free of mercury 
vapour ( and hence of known :vork funct ion) I it ,Ja 5 hoped tha t the 
C.P.i). beLJeen the mercury dectrode, Hg, and the Kelvin electrode 
would enable the.Jork function of liquid mercury to be calculated. 
The Ke..:.vin electrode consisted of a glass disc on to .Jhich 
a thin film of gOJ.d .Jas condensed from the go~d evaporator, Au.E. 
The Kelvin assembiY was magneticallY moved (by means of the iron Slug, 
~) to its measuring position - i.e., under the glass container, after 
a clean gold surface had been deposited onto the glass substrate. 
The second iron slug, 82 , was placed in a side-arm, so that 
it could be magneticady induced to smash the internal breakable seai, 
B. S. Hence, mercury vapour .Joilld diffuse from the mercury electrode 
into the mercury-free region of the experimenta., tube. It was thus 
hoped to observe the effect of mercury vapour on the ./ork function of 
gold. 
The C.P.D. produced .vhcn the reference surface:las vibrated 
was fed from the electrodes to the external measuring equipment by means 
of the tungsten seals T1 and T2 • 
Resul t 5 
The results obtained from this tube may be summarized thus:-
(1) The C.P.D. readings '.Jere neariy al.vays large - typically greater 
than 6 vo 1 t S • 
(2) If any contact occurred between the glass partition and the 
vibrating electrode a change in the C.P.D. measurements .vas observed. 
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(3) Aft.er such a C.P.i). change ti1e readings fell approximately exponentinlly 
as a function of time (as can be Seen on the graph, Figure (60). 
(4) If any furth~r contact occ~rred during these decays, a sudden 
change in the C.P.D. resulted, as can be seen on the graph, after 
a p2riod of 20 minutes. 
These effects are most probably caused by a charge build up 
on the insulating partition. 
lllany investigators (116, _17) have mea sured the contact 
charging of borosil icate glasses .Jhen they are moved over metal 
surfaces. It therefore seems likely that the results represent a 
charge build up, induced by the friction of the collisions between 
the vibrating electrode and glass p::rtition. 
The exponential decay in C.P.i). readings (made clearer in the 
logari thmic plot, Figure (61» probably ref lects a migra tion of charge 
to earth potential. 
Because of the nature of the vibrating system (the reference 
electrode .Jas roused to vibrate by gently tapping the experimental 
tube) it proved impossible to prevent the vibrating electrode 
accidentally touching the glass surface. Hence, the C.P.D. readings 
bet~Jeen tbe mercury electrode and the 'gold fiinl were masked by the 
charge phenomena. 
At thi s juncture it .~as decided to investigate the glass partition 
method .lith more sophisticated techniques, ,Jhich employed the tranducerised 
vibrational system mentioned earlier (i.e., Chapter IV, page 85.). 
u
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Figure 62, 
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6.3 MLvestigation~h.e~Earge Transfer Hyeothe~; Usi~h~~~ 
§teel Equi..E!D~ 
~t this point in the enquiry it was considered necessary to 
verify that the effects obtained froan the preliminary glass tube were 
caused by charge-transfer phenomena. 
It \laS decided to use a demountable stainless steel system 
fitted ,'Jith the electronic system of vibration. ,lith this method 
the anlplitude of the vibrating electrode could be controlled; and 
hence it \las hoped to avoid the large C.P.D.s, produced by the inter-
electrode cOllisions. 
The basic arrangement of the apparatus within the stainless 
steel chamber is sho.m in the schematic representation, Figure (62). 
The glass partition, G.P., consisted of a rectangular 8 x 5cm. boro-
silicate glass sheet, of thickness lm.m. 
A gold evaporator, Au.E., was used to deposit a thin film 
of gold on the far side of the partition (i.e., on the side furthest 
a.Jay from the Kelvin electrode). The gold layer was electricallY 
joined to the measuring equipment by means of a tungsten lead, T2 , 
which .vas fused into the glass shee't. To avoid electrical contact 
between the evaporated gold film and the stainless steel mount, a 
small shield (re'prescnted as a ''V'' on the line diagram) was placed 
near the mount; thus producing a break in the condensed fiim. 
To reduce the weight of the vibrating electrode a metal disc 
was chosen in preference to a glass substrate. This considerably 
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reduced the.Jeight of the Xe~vin electr'Ode; and hence, the frequency 
of vibration was increa sed "/hich therefore produced greater sensitivity. 
Physical contact bet;Jc~n the reference surface and the glass partition 
Has avoided, since the vibrating electrodes ampl itude could be accurately 
controlicd. 
Kes,ul1.s 
To confirm that the large C.P.D.s observed in the glass tube were 
induced by inter-electrode c01iisions, the electronically controLled 
e~ectrode ,/as set vibra (ing so that it never touched the glass sheet. 
The C.P.D. bcbleen the gold film on the far side of the glass 
partition and the nick~~ reference electrode was +0.23 vo~ts. 
This reading remained to ,.'ithin narrow limits rt 0.02 volts) constant as a 
function of time. 
Large changes in the C. P.D •. Jere observed whenever the Kci vin 
e;_ectrode '.~as forced to strike the ilClrtition. A typica~ run is shown 
in the graph, Figure (63). It can be seen that in common "/ith the 
results obtained from the glass exverimental tube, the C.P.D. decayed 
os a function of time. h logarithmic plot (Figure (64» demonstrates 
the exponential nature of the decay. 
Although the effects had been associated ',1ith the inter-electrode 
co~lisions, it rer.alned n{'(~p~StSI-y to rOllfirm that charge-transfer 
phenomena ~/ere invol veo • 
To verify that the C.P.D. effects which ,1ere produced after the 
inter-electrode coil isions, ,,,ere caused by a charge-transfer phenomena, 
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it .Jas decided to bombard the g.lass partition ,Jith a beam of 
thermionic electrons. Hence, if charge effect s .iere responsible, 
similar results ,Jould be produced by the electron bombardment treatment, 
Electron Bombardment Effects _, __ , ______ r_. __ ·_ 
The c.l.ectron gun, E.G. consisted of a tungsten filament mounted 
in front of the partition (sce Figure (62». To receive the beam of 
thermionic electrons the glass partition.l8s moved from its measuring 
position to a position opposite the electron gun. After the filament 
had been electrica~l.y heatec to a high temperature (about 2,500oC) 
for several seconds, the glass partitionJas quickly returned to its 
measuring position; and then C.P.D. readings ~ere plotted as a function 
of time. 
It can be seen from the graph (Figure (65» that the beam of 
electrons produced wrge changes in the C.P.D. which subsequently 
decayed exponcntiallY as a function of time. These exponential changes 
in C.P.D. are represented by the straight plots in the logarithmic 
graphs (Figure (66». 
The possibL ity that photons (originating from the hot filament) 
were producing the C.P.D. changes \JaS eliminated by biasing the gold 
f Hm, with a potentiu-<- of - 5(; volts re.l.ative to the electron gun. 
Thes~ was no change in the C.P.D •. Jhen the biased fL.ament w~s heated 
and so it could be concluded that charge-transfer phenomena >!ere 
responsible for the C.P.;). changes. 
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FUii'cher evidence that charge effects .!ere invoived ,Jas 
provided by a compurison of the C.P.D. changes and the thermionic 
current cl1aracteristics. 
It can be seen frow the graphs - i.~., Figure (67), that the 
C.P.D. r...:udings did not alter until the therlllionic current became 
significant (i.e., ·!hen u current of about 3 amperes passed through 
the filament). 
The C.P.J.s ,Jere observed to approach a constant value of 
+ 3.6 volts as a function of the filament current (Figure (67» • This 
plateau probabiy represents the biasing effect of the electrons 
trapped on the surface of the g~ass pp.rtition. 
The results obtained from the charge-transfer investigations 
may be swruma~ized thus:-
(1) If any contact occurred bet"een the vibrating electrode and the 
glass partition Cl positive change in the C.P.D. measurements ~as 
observeG - i.e., the glass became negatively charged relative to the 
reference electrode. 
(2) .1henever the glass partition .JaS bombarded ... ith a beam of electrons 
the C.P.D. readings increased. 
(3) After the electron bomburdment and collision-induced C.P.D. 
changes, the readings fell approximately exponentially at similar rates. 
It therefore seems certain that the large collision-induced 
C.P.O. changes were produced by a transfer of electrons from the 
vibrating electrode to the glass partition - caused by the friction 
of contact. 
Position (i) 
Position (iI) 
K.E. G.P. 
\..--'--~-;~~_./=:;.~ 
G. P. GLASS PARTITION. 
K.E. 
1-2. 
3· 
4· 
KELVIN ELECTRODE. 
ELECTRICAL LEADS. 
GOLD EVAPORATOR. 
GOLD EVAPORATOR. 
Figure 68. 
(Far Side) 
(Near Side) 
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I.t this juncture the nature of the coIl ision-induced effects 
had been explained and avoided by employing the electronic vibrating 
system. It ·,JL1S therefore decided to investigate the influence of 
glass partitions on C.P.D. detercinations. 
6.4 The Influence of Glass Partitions on C.P.u. Determinations ____ ' _____ 0 ____ - ___ ..... __ • __ _ 
line diagram of the apparatus used to investigate the 
inf luence of g.La ss partitions on C.P .D. measurements is sho.m in 
Figure (68). /\s can be seen the glass partition could be moved (by 
means of a stainless steel linear feedthrough) from a site opposite 
the Kelvin electrode - i.e., position (i), to a position clear of the 
vibrating electrode - i.e., position (H). i, photograph of the 
equipment is sho·.-m in Figure (69). The equipment \'J8S designed to 
measure the change in C.P.D. when a giass sheet was placed between 
two metal fiims of knoVln ,Iork function. 
6.4.1 
To reduce the number of variable factors, it was decided to 
evaporate the ~e metal (gold) on the far side of the glass partition 
as on the Kelvin electrode. Hence, if the metal evaporator containeo 
impurities, both surfaces ·,Jould be equally contaminated. It was 
hoped in this .,ay to detect any change in the C.P .0. induced by the 
gla ss sheet. 
The two surfaces were different in an important respect; 
with the reference surface, the characteristics of the last fe~ layers 
to be deposited were measured, while Nith the film on the far side of 
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the glass partition the first few layers to be condensed were 
investigated. In an effort to bury the outgassed impurities it ~1as 
therefore decided to deposit the first f Hm onto the Kelvin electrode, 
.lhile El clean surfnce I'Il:lS being evaporated onto the vibrating el~ctrode 
a system of screens shielded the giass partition. 
J.fter a thick layer of gold had been deposited onto the 
reference surface, the glass partition was carefully moved to a position 
opposite the metal evaporator (position (i» to receive a gold film on 
its far side (i.e., the sid.:! furthest av/ay from the Kelvin electrode). 
l~esults 
The results obtained from this experiment are illustrated in 
the graph (Figure 70), plotted as u function of time after film 
deposition. 
Over a period of several hours the C.P.D. measurements decreased 
from the initial reading of - 0.Ol4 volts to a minimum value of - 0.03 
volts. This decrease in the readings \~s followed by an increase to 
u steady value of - 0.02 volts. 
Jith residual gas pressures in the order of 10-9 torr 
adsorbed monolayers ',~ill be produced' in times not longer than about 
one hour (118). Since pressures lower than this were not attained 
initially it must be concluded that adsorption phenomena may have 
contributed to the changes. 
hlthough adsorption processes can not be excluded it seems 
likely that annealing effects'/ere mainly responsbile for the C.P.&). 
changes, for the following reusons:-
- .;.22 -
(a) ;Hth the residual gas pressures in the vacuum system (5 x IC,- 9torr 
at the time of film deposition) adsorbed fil.::s ."Quid have been produced 
much more quickly than the observed C.P.D. changes. 
(B) i,iany investigators (9 ... ,92) have reported that gold films do not 
-3 
chemisorb gas phase residues at pressures lo.ver than 10 torr. 
Hence, it seems likely that the final value of -0.02 volts 
represents the difference in C.P.D. between an annealed gold-glass 
interf~ce and an annealed gold fil~, condensed on to the nickel 
substrate. 
The t;Jenty millivolt difference between the measured and 
theoretical value of 0 volts, was probably caused by one of the 
folloaing factors:-
(I) Because of epitaxial groi1th, the orientation of the substrates 
Vlould have influenced the structure of the films. 
(2) The roughness coefficient of the gold-vacuum interface almost 
certainly differed from that of the gold-glass interface. 
(3) The gla ss partition p_oced behJeen two surfaces may have produced 
the C.P.D. difference. 
To differentiate beLleen the 'three factors, it ,vas decided 
to condense a gold film on to the near side of the glass partition. 
The C.P.D. readings would stid be influenced by the first factor, 
but not the last two. Hence, the effect of the g.1ass partition on 
C.P.D. measurements could be ascertained. 
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The C.P.0. readings obtained ,vhen a gold film was deposited 
on to the near side of the glnss partition are plotted in Figure (71), 
n s a function of time. I.fter the gold surface had been condensed on 
to the glass substrnte the measurements decreased from the initial value 
of + 0.28 volts (point I.) to n steady rt:ading of + 0.04 vo.its (i.e., 
region B). This change in C.P.D. over a period of 4 hours most 
probably represents the effect of annealing processes since gold is 
known to be extremeiy resistant to adsorption phenomena at low 
residual gas pressures. 
Hence, the different substrates (glass and polycrystal!ine 
nickel) changed the C.P.D. by a factor of 40 millivolts. It therefore 
seems reasonable to assume that the readings obtained from the preceding 
experiment (Figure 70) reflected the different surface condiions of 
the films. At this juncture, it ~~s decided to determine the influence 
of glass partitions on C.P.D. readings, between metals of different 
but known work functions. 
6.4.2. £1?~c . .L.p..2.tential-_Dif!er..£.n~ 1:!~sl!!:.e!!!.~Be~e4fl~!!!.<LTungst~ 
Surfaces 
,Hth the except ion of the metal evaporctors, the apparatus 
employed in this phase of the inquiry was identical to that illustrated 
in Figure (68). 
In order to measure the C. P .D. beLleen a gOld reference surface 
and a tungsten film, deposited on the far side of the glass partition, 
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it ',Jas imperative that tile impurities dissolved in the tungstUl 
filament did not condens~ on the glass sheet. Hence, the initiQ~ beam 
of evaporated tungsten (i.e., the most contaminated) .Jas condensed 
on to the XeJ.vin electrode. 
After u thin f L'm had been deposited on to the vibreting 
electrode the glass partition .ns siowly moved to a position op~osite 
the evnpo.-ator, ·.~here H. i~eceivcC: a f b.rn of evaporated tungsten. 
It can be seen fror:1 the graph (Figure (72) that as the film 
of tungsten increased in thickness the C.P.J. changed frobl - 0.095 VOlts 
(voint t.) to a steady value of - 0.030 vol ts. This reading of - 0.030 
vo~ts almost certainly represented the different surface characteristics 
(roughness, orientation etc) of tungsten-vacuum and tungsten-g~ass 
int erfa ces • 
. then a gold fLmJas condensed on the Kelvin electrode (point B) 
the C.P.D. changed by a factor of - 0.585 volts to a constant value of 
- 0.615 volts. A second go~d film deposited on top of the first one 
changed the c.p.n. by a further 8 Inillivolts. 
Combining [hviere1s (94) va.~ue of 4.565eV for the '.'1ork function 
of polycrystall ine tungsten .l1th the.se C.P .D. results, gives the :·,ork 
function of gold to be 5 • .18 ± O.05eV "/hich is in fair agreeeent \1ith 
Huber1s (95) value of 5.L.2 ± 0.05eV. The slight discrepancy bet~/een 
the t.IO determinations most probablY reflects the nature of the under-
:J.ying layers. Huber p.~epare(( his reference surface by depositing 
tungsten films on to borosidcate glass substrates, whi.1e in this ·,"lork 
the tungsten f Hms .!ere condensed onto poiycrystalline nicke.l. sUbstrates. 
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To corroborate the results, a clean tungsten surface was 
deposited on the near side of the glass sheet - i.e., the partition 
;"Jas used as a sUbstrate. The reSUlting changes in the C.P.D. are 
plotted in Figure (73) as a function of time. 
The first set of readings (region A) represented the C.P.D. 
between the gold Kelvin electrode and a tungsten film on the far side 
of the gla ss partition (Le., the last set of measurements in the 
preceding graph). It can be seen that, \lhen a tungsten surface .vas 
deposited on the near side of the glass sheet, the readings changed 
to - 0.57 volts, which over a period of an hour approached 0 constant 
value of - 0.51 voits (region C). 
t. second tungsten deposition (point 1» gave rise to a similar 
set of l"eadings. Since tungsten is k.nown to adsorb a wide range of 
gases (129 f 130, 131) it is most probable that adsorption affects 
contributed to the C.P.D. changes. Therefore in order to determine 
the work function of gold, it is essential to consider the C.P.D. 
immediately after the dcposi Uons (point s B and D) - i.e., before the 
tungsten surfaces were conta~inoted. 
Combining the readings obtained from the clean gold and tungsten 
films (- 0.57 volts) with Rivierc's value of 4.565 volts for the work 
function of tungsten, yields a value of 5.14 volts for the work function 
of gOld. Hence, the two techniques employed in this investigation to 
determine the work function of gold (the gloss partition and the 
conventional Kelvin method) produced values thnt differed by less than 
one per cent. 
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Contact Potential Difference tleasurements Between Gold and Silver 
~--.-. _ .... _-----_._ .. _--------
Surfaces 
In order to verify that insulating partitions have only a 
slight effect on C.P.D. determinations, it ;1as decided to use the 
partition method to measure the Jork function of silver. 
The changes in C.P.D. \1ith time are plotted in Figur..: (74). 
The first set of readings (i.e., region A), corresponds to the C.P.D. 
between a clean sL.ver film, deposited on the far side of the partition 
and a contaminated reference surface (of unknown Nork function). 
At point B the ~(elvin electrode .Jas standardized ~ith a clean 
f Hm of con<ensec! gOld. Mter the gold deposition the C.P .u. 
decreased to - 0.71 volts, and then over a period of one hour decreased 
further to a constant value of - 0.74 volts (region C). This small 
final change almost certainly reflects the influence of annealing 
phenomena; since gold does not chemisorb gases at 10Vl pressures 
(10-9 torr in the experimental chamber), and the silver-glass intcr-
face was not in a position to receive contaminants. Thus, the C.P.D. 
between clean gold and si! ver surfa,ces is - 0.71 volts. 
Combining these resul ts ','/1th the "ork function of gold 
obtained from the previous glass partition experiment (i.e. 5.18 ±O.05eV) 
produces a work function of 4.47 ± O.05eV for the silver-glass inter-
face, which although a little higher than Rivi~e's (94) value of 
4.3leV is in excellent agreement \/ith Anderson's (119) determination. 
6.4.4 
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At poiat 0 (see the graph) a clean silver film was condensed 
on the near side of the pnrtition, which produced:) + 0.095 vo1ts 
change in the readings to - 0.65 volts (region E). Hence, assuming 
the .'Jork function of gold to be '5.18 ± O.05eV, the :lOrk function 
of the silver-vacuum interface ;ms 5,53 ± O.05eV. 
!.fter the final silver condensation the C.P.D. changed from 
its initinl v~iue of - 0.65 VOlts (region E) to Q constant rcading 
of - 0.47 volts (region F). Since silver is known to adsorb a \~ide 
range of materials (132, 133) the shift in the measurements over a 
period of two hours almost certainly represents the adsorption of gas 
phase residues (of unknovJn composition) on the silver film. 
It cnn be seen from Cl comparison of the rtSults, that the 
silver-vacuum and silvcr-gHlss interfaces had ~'Jork functions that 
differed by l~ss than t'JO pel.~ cent. 
Summa rL.2LB.~!.s_ 
The results obtained from the experiments carri~d out to 
determine the influence of g~ass partitions on C.P.D. measurements 
may be summarized thus:-
(1) The metai-glnss interfaces and 'metal-vacuum interfaces had work 
functions that did not differ by more than two per cent. 
(2) The:lOrk functions of the metal-vacuum interfaces \iel.'e 8l\vays 
slightly higher (usually about 50 millivolts) than the metal-
glass work functions. 
6.5.1 
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(3) After the anneQ~ing processes the metal-glass ~iorl( functions 
Ilerc extremely stable uS a function of time (rarely changing 
by mor~ than 5 millivoltS •• 
The seconC: effect ./as 3lmost certainly caused by the different 
surface conditions. l'.:etal-g.1Qss interfaces most probably have 
rougher surfaces than the metal-vacuum films. 
The last effect, besides reflecting the inaccessibility 
of the metal glass interfaces to contamination, suggests that the 
~urface nature of the near side of the gloss partition (i.e., facing 
the Kelvin electrode) did not change. 
It ,/OS therefore cecided to investigate the stability of 
the glass-vacuum surface. 
The experiments carried out during this stage of the 
investiga tion ;'/eee intended to detenaine the reproducibility of 
the glass-vacuum interfaces as a function of the gas phase pressure 
and of the distnnce along the surface of the glass sheets. 
Effects of Increased Residual Gas Pressure =-.--.~ ____ ....,;;;o __________ -._ ~... _ 
The residual gas pressure ,IaS increased by f lashing tungsten 
filaments (to desorb adsorbed contaminants). Although the total gas 
pressure was accurately measured by means of u triggered ion gouge 
the partial pressure of the different gas phase residues ~~s unknown. 
Ho ,'iever , the contamironts were doubtless typical of stainicss steel 
vacuum systems, and hence the observed results were relevant. 
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In order to eliminate charge build up effec:~s, the filament 
~/3S operated at relativc_y 10.) temperatures (i • .:. aoout .L ,OOOoC) 
.~herc the th(:rmionic emission of electrons Ims negligible (assuming 
A and _ to bl:! 41 emp.cm-2deg.-2. and 4.45 eVrespccUvdy, (134), 
the thermionic current from the filament would have been approximately 
10-19 aQPS at l,300oKl. 
The resu~ts obtained are plotted in Figure (75) as a function 
of time. The first set of measurements (i.e., region h) represent 
the C.P .D. beh)een q gold-glass interface and a gOLd reference surface, 
\Jith a residual gas pressure of 5 x lO-lOtorr. 
;~hen the getter ion pumps were switched off and the tungsten 
filament flashed (point B), the readings increased by 0.195 volts 
to a setting of + 0.2.~5 volts, ~/hich was constant as 0 function of 
time; at this sta3e in the C.P.D. run the pressure \'/8S constant at 
-7 
Hi torr. 
M point C the pumps Here reintroduced and the filament 
allowed to cooi to ambient temperature. As the pressure fell from 
10-7 torr to its original value of 5 x 10-10 torr, the C.P.D. 
re~dings decreased (over a period of 30 hours) from the maximum to 
a value of + 0.038 volts) • 
The two principle features of the curve may be summarized 
thus: 
(1) After a cycle of pressure change!!, the measurements had altered 
by less than 10 millivolts. 
6.5.2 
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(2) The rise in C.P.D. readings :JuS considerably steeper than the 
gr::lduQ 1 drop (an hour cOr.1;;>n red wi th over a day). 
Todd (l2C, 121), :Jorking ii1 the V.S.: •• , has demonstrnted 
thnt under vncuum conditions the diffusion of .vater vuri0ur from boro-
siiicate glasses is a reversible process. Hcnc~, these effects ~ere 
most probably caused by ions or molecules being reversibly adsorbcd 
on the glnss-vllCUU,I) intcrf~cc. 
The salient feature of the above results, is thnt ot lOW 
pressures (i.e. belod 10-9 torr) the surface nature of the partition 
',11::5 not inf luenced to any marked extent by its history. 
£!l5!..ngc ini~e Surf~~on&i..ll2!!.s_oL The Glos.!. ~,!.i~l~!L~ 0 Funct!21!. 
of Distance 
In order to determine the stability of the glass-vacuu,J 
interf::lces, as El function of distance, it wos decided to meosure the 
C.P .0. between a Iilovable gold reference surface (i.e. it could be 
moved in El parallel din!ction above the gloss surface) and a gold 
film deposited on the far side of the partition. 
The spatial resolution of the measurements was increased by 
fitting the Kelvin assembly \"ith a, I.Ocm. diameter reference 
electrode (i .e., instead of the usual 4 cm. electrodes). The decrease 
in the ~elvin electrodes area was approximately compensated for by the 
iighter electrodes higher frequency of vibration. Hence, there ',JOS 
only 0 small drop in the sensitivity of the system. 
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,. threaded counter fitt~d to the linear motion feedthrough 
n ccurn t ely men surecl t ht; movement of the: gin ss sheei. 
The graph (Figure (76 I t.') iL.ustrctes the variation in C.P.D. 
as the reference e~ectrode ~m5 moved linearly above the surface of the 
glass pnrtition (with ~ goid film condensed of the far si~c). 
It can be seen th2t over the central region, the readings were 
to ~ithin 15 millivolts, constnnt ~s Q function of position. aegion ~ 
almost certainly corresponds to the inf J.uence of the aquadag deposit, . 
used to eh;ctrically connect the gold film to the measuring equipment. 
In 0. similar m:mner, region B represents the effect of the stainless 
steel mount. 
Hence, excluding the end regions, the C.i.D. illcasurcmcnts ~ere 
to ~ithin nQrro~ limits indcpendent of position. 
::.rhen applied to a gold f Hm deposited on the n~ar side of the 
PUl'tition, the linear probing techniques produced the resu~ts sho.m 
in the bottom graph (i.e., ~igure (76 I BI». Since the condensed goid 
covered both the stainless steeJ mount and the aquadag layer, the C.P.~. 
readings were virtuQj ly constant as i1 function of distance. 
Co E.fl.t.:!.s i o.!!.§. 
io'rom the above considerations it is aPiXlrent thnt the only 
l)roceSS likely to cause Q significant change in the C.P.D. readings 
is the physical adsorption of ions or molecules. This effect WQS 
eliminated by operating nt sufficiently low gas pressures. 
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,. line dicsrum of the apparatus employed to determine the 
C.P.D. beh/een a gold reference surface and n mercury-glass inter-
face is sho'.m in Figure (77). 
The mercury electrode, Hg, consisted of a pool of liquid 
mercury enclosed in a senled glass container; fitted with a thin (lrn.m.) 
plane glQ ss ./011. Except for the electrical feedthrough, the mercury 
container ",..as constructed out of borosilicate glass (a photograph of 
this component is illustrated in Figure (78). 
IIfter being soaked in chromic acid for a '/eek, the container 
,'/as,JClshed in distilled ',roter nnd fitted to the glass high V::lCuum 
system (see Figure (33), to b~ processed. 
The inner surfaces of the gb sS'.'IOre ,:Jere outgassed by being 
baked at 250°C, under high vacuum conditions for several days. 
Jhen the residual gas pressure .JaS beloll 5 x lo-9torr n smal.1 amount 
of mercury ,ID,S triple di stii led into the container. ,.fter receiving 
the requi red quantity of mercury the gloss vessel ./OS separated from 
the manifold by Illenns of 0 col.l.apsible seal. 
:it this !tnge the mercury ele'ctrodc assembly was placed in the 
stnin~~ss steel vacuum chamber n short distance (0 f\!w miilimcters) 
above the Kelvin electrode (see the schematic representation). 
Extraneous f ie1ds ;/ere minimized by making the reference surface 
smaller than the mercury electrode (diameters of 2.5 cms. and 3.5 cm. 
respectively) • 
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The stainless stee.l apparatus and the outer \oc.'.ls of the glass 
conbiner .Jt:re outg-tlssec by being heated to a temperature of 220oC, 
under high vnCllur.l conditions, f or several days. In order to restrict 
the vapour pressure of the mercury to about 5G torr the outgassing 
o temperature .JaS maintained belo,J 230 C. 
:~n important feature of the experimental configuration was 
that the mercury container ,IQS positioned above the vibrating surface 
i.e. I the lo.'Jer surface of the mercury electrode was investigoted. 
Hence, any insoluble impurities (e.g., particles from thenllll 
decomposition of the glass (12.2) rJouJ.d have floated a.Jay from the. 
mercury-glass interface. 
The first stage of the ~xperilnental procedure consisted of 
measuring the C.P .D. betr!cen the Xei vin electrode (of unknown work 
function) and the mercury-g':"oss interface. I,t this juncture the 
m~rcury electrode was moved to a position opposite the gold evo~orotor. 
t.u.E. (by means of the .i.inear feedthrough) ;'/here it received a condensed 
film of gold. The C.P.G. bct\1een the gold film (of knoNn ./vrk function) 
and the Kelvin electrode standardized the reference surf~cc. Hence, 
the difference of the t\/o C.P.D. determinotions i'/hen combined ~/ith 
the work furicb on of gold yielcled the work function of li~uid mercury, 
l1.e..!.u It s 
The results of the C.P.D. measurements IIIOdc with the liquid 
mercury equipment, are shown iD Fi8Ure (79), plotted os 0 function of 
time. 
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The initial reading of + 0.82 volts (region M corresponds 
to the C.P.D. bet-Jeen the ':.iquid mercury-glass int~rface and the Xelvin 
electrode (of unkno~m rJor!" furction). ·\/hen a clean gold film..os 
deposited on the near side of the g.~ass partition (point a) the 
readings dec~yed exponentially from a value of + 0.55 volts to a steady 
rending of + 0.13 VOlts. The exponential decay almost certainly 
reflects the inf~uence of the thenlionic electrons emitted from the 
hot metal evaporator being trapped on the surface of the gla.s 
partition, and subsequently leaking away to earth potential. 
The constant reading of + 0.13 volts (region C) represents 
the C.P.D. beLJecn the gold film, ~hich ;ms condensed on thc near 
side of the glass surface, and the vibrating electrode. Combining this 
reading .. Jith thc ./ork function of gold, 5.1SeV (-ahich.V8S dctel'lllined 
at on earlier stage in the investisetion - i.e., page'a~ produces 
a value of 5.3i~V for the ':Jvrk function of the reference surface. 
Hence, from the original C.P.D. (+ 0.S2 volts) and the "Jork function 
of the standardized Xelvin electrode, the ,Jork function of the liquid 
mercury gloss interf~ce.Jas 4. 4geV • 
It .>'iL be recnLcc! that in section 6.4 the "ork functions 
of metal-VOCUl.;l.l inte:,fe.ces .Jere usually about 5(j mil1ivol ts higher 
than those of t~c illetai-gloss interfaces. It therefore seems likely 
that the work function of Cl ~iquid mercury-vacuum interf~ce will be 
greater thnn the meosUl.~ed ~~ue of 4.4geV, by a factor of about 
50 rni i li vo ... t 5 • 
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Th;JS, tl:e ~/ork funct ion of !'L~~cury, ~ t ,~oor., tClapc.';)t..ure, is 
/1.54 ± L.C2e'J. The ± O.L2cV error .~cpr.:!sents t~e totnl devintion fro:;} 
the cxperiucnts c2.rricd out in s-.;ctiull 6.1:... 
6.7 :onciusions 
-"---
The ,Iork desc:-ibed in, this c:-:2pter devdopcd in t.!O stages. The 
fi.st, un::-1 by far the longest, inv.;sti~pted t:1C effect of glass f)c-;rtitions 
on C.P.J. dct~rminntions. 
The scconn phase of the cnc;uiry -.J:JS the us\.! of the t.echnic!ucs 
olreucly ocvclopeG to measur~ the ~.Jork funct,on of mercury at room 
It 11::.1S been established thDt the lnrge C.P.D. changes cncountcl~cd ,C~, 
:Ii th the prc ' iminary experir.lentnl tube, x:re caused by coll isions bct~/~cn 
thi.: electroGcs. These effects ~~er~ compldc,.y climirotcd by introducing 
n tmnsdl\cedacci system of vibration. 
CHlH'TER VII 
The ex)criments described in the pr~ceding two chapters have 
been directed to',Jards the determinations of the work fund ion of 
mercury. Three different techniques of DlUintaining the reference 
surface free of contaminating mercury vapour werp. investigated. 
Although the first method (t"hic~l employed hot molybdenum 
reference electrodes) failed to yield reproducible results, it 8uccess-
fully demonstrated the contaminating action of borosilicate glasses on 
mercury surfaces. 
The solid mercury and glass partition techniques produced 
values of 4.45eV and 4.54eV respectively for the work function of 
mercury. 
The ninety miUivolt difference bet.'1een the tWCl deterainations 
.vas most probably caused by one or more of the following factors:-
(1) :Iork functions are known to change as a function ot temperature; 
it is therefore certain that the difference in temperature between the 
samples contributed to the difference in values. 
(2) It is possible that at the phase' change (i.e., the melting point 
at -39°C) there is a discontinuity in the woAk function of mercury. 
(3) ~iquid and solid mercury most certainly have different roughness 
factors. 
o The ch::nge in temperature of about 220 C ."ould have changed 
the .york function, but this change \'ltJuld probably not have .mounted to 
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more than O.G2eV (temperature coefficients are of the order of 
iG-4eV/oC (135). ~ience, the first factor fails to account for the 
obsuve~ difference of G.0geV. Bo.l. shov (123) l!sinJ thermionic emission 
techniques observec th~t the .Iork function of COPl)er varies continuously 
as the temperature is roised through the melting pOint. It would 
therefore seem unlikely that there is a discontinuity in the work 
function of mercury at the phase change. 
The 90 millivolt difference beL~een the \'tork function of liq'.Jid 
and soiid mercury is most probably mainly due to dissimilar roughness 
fEl cto rs. 
Many workers (124) have reported that thin condensed f ilcs 
exi st in the form of islands '.mich f .LOW together as the film thickness 
is increased. This mechanism of formation most certainlY introduces 
discontinuities into evaporated surfaces. At liquid nitrogen 
temperatures the mobility of the condensed mercur,y atoms ~ill be 
extremely low; and hence it can be assumed that the lattice 
imperfections would not have been annealed. 
The liquid mercu~-31ass interfaces most probably had iow 
roughness factors since polished borosilicate glass surfaces usually 
have roughness factors of about 2.5 (125). It therefore seems likely 
tha t the solid mercury fiilus h~d rougher surfaces thttn the liquid 
mercury-glass interfaces. 
:<ough surfaces ere known to have lo./er work functions thnn 
Sl~)ooth ones (136, 137); it ;lOuld therefore seem certain that the 
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difference betneen the results represents the degree of annealing of the 
solid and liquid films. 
In the course of this :Iork a ne" measuring technique .18S 
developed, .~hich extends the scope of C.?D. determinations. The glass 
partition modification of the Kelvin method has the advantage of enabling 
the \'Iork functions of volatile liquids and solids to be measured. 
Good agreement was also observed between the present determination 
of the work function of gold and those of Huber (95) and Rivi4ere (96). 
These investigations have demonstrated that gold films, when prepared in 
mercury-free U.l tra high vacuam systems, have work functions which are 
higher than those reported by eerlier -,"1orkcrs (using mercury contaminated 
systems) . 
§uggestions for Further~ork 
This ,Iork has emphasized the importance of ultra-high vacuum 
techniques in work function investigations. 
The results obtained from liquid mercury surfaces (Chapter V) 
suggest that a programme of investigations undel' more controlled condition. 
of preparation (e.g., substituting inert containers for the contaminating 
glass envelopes) might be of considerable value. 
Eventually, efforts must be made to observe the change in the Iyork 
function of mercury as a function of temperature. 
The glass partition method could be employed to cover the range of 
temperatures from - 196°C to about 200°C (i.e., lltbere the vapour pressure 
of mercury acting on the glass containers becomes appreciable). Such an 
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investigation is also necessary in order to confirm Bolshov's (123) 
observation that phase changes are not acco~panied by a discontinuity in 
the ';Jork function. 
It has been postulated in this \'Jork that thin impurity layers 
floating on top of the liquid mercury surfaces ·Nere responsible for the 
random C.P.D. fluctuations reported in Chapter V. This hypothesis could 
be conf irmed by using the glass PQ.rtition method to compare work function 
values obtained from the top and bottom horizontal faces of mercury 
sampies. 
The variation in work function of metal films as a funct ion 0 f 
thickness should be re-examined. These investigations are usua~ly 
complicated by two extraneous factors:-
(1) -:!hen a series of fiims is condensed it is possible to produce a 
sandwich type structure (i.e. a_ternate metal and adsorbed layers). 
(2) Changes in the surface characteristics due to the lack of epitaxy. 
The first factor is usually minimized by using extremely lOll 
residual gas pressures. 
The second effect could be eliminated by using the glass purtition 
method to investigate the change in ·,Iork function of a metal-glass interface 
as the thickness of the metal film is increased, by condensing more metal 
onto the far side of the samp~e (i.e. although the metal film ~ould increase 
in thickness the structure of the metal-glass interface would remain the 
same) • 
Using a mercury reference surface it would be useful to investigate 
the effect of mt:rcury vapour on the \'Jork functions of clean metallic surfaces. 
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The surface characeri stics of the merc;;.ry electrode .Jould not be 
chang~d by the merc~ry va90ur and hence it could bi! assumed that any 
variation in the C.P.D. readings ilouid correspond to a change in the 
work function of the other surface. 
The Kelvin C.P.D. method of determining .'/ork functions has been 
utilized throughout the 9resent study and could be used satisfactorily in 
further work. The technL:uc could be improved, hO;Jever, by replacing 
the cust olllBry vibrating motion by rotary motion. KO.l.m (126), employing 
this technique made rapid inter-comparison measurements among several 
electrodes with a sensitivity of ± 1 millivolt. 
The scope of C.P.D. determinations could be extended by the 
introduction of automatic recording systems. Several ;JOrkers (127, 128), 
',/ho have applied these techniques to adsorption studies, have reported 
a response of 0.1 volt/sec coupied ~ith a sensitivity of 0.5 millivolts. 
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Vapour Pressure of Mercury 
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